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Liaison
Committee Set
By Kathie Donovan

John Hennessey '64, Patrick McCabe '80, Anne Barfuss '79, D'arcy Clark '81, Mike Navarro '80, Robert
Brennan, Jr. '65, Jim Connolly '80, Chris Jemapete '78.

Teacher Evaluations
Out By March 1st
By Thomas J. Gavula
Results of this fall's "Teacher Selfimprovement Survey" are now complete. FUSA Administrative Coordinator Mike Navarro expects to have
this information, along with an explanation of how to use it, printed in
booklet form, and available to students by March first. The purpose of
this survey is two-fold; to help students in course selection by giving
them an indication of what the professor is like before taking his class
and to give professors valuable insights on how the students percieve
their teaching. Through the use of
this data a professor may become
more awaree of areas where he is
most effective and those which he

might want to change.
The raw information for this report
was gathered through the use of
evaluation questionaires. Students
may remember -filling these out in
classes last semester. The form ased the student to rank the professor
on a scale of one to four in sixteen
catagories ranging from how well the
student thinks the professor knows
the subject to how relevant the readings were to class discussion.
These scores are averaged by
computer and stated twice; separating responses off majors in that
course from those of non-majors taking the class.
A similar survey was taken in the
spring semester of 1979 but the results were greatly delayed due to

technical problems which Mike Navarro indicated were inherent in the
start-up of any program this size. The
spring survey covered 68 individual
courses, which will be included with
the fall results in the pending report.
The fall survey, which was basically
a refined version of the spring one,
covers 160 courses bringing the total
number to about 220 (allowing for
some duplication).
"This is the first survey of its kind
at Fairfield in five years" Mike Navarro said. "That survey wasn't as
complete as this and the results
weren't as easily available. Only a
few copies of the report were made
and you had to go to the library to
see it."
Continued On Page 7

Connolly Meets
With Carter

By Ken Vaugh

Fairfield University Student Association President Jim Connolly attended a meeting on foreign and domestic policy issues at the request of
President Jimmy Carter February 15.
between 100 and 200 student legislature presidents from around the
country were invited to meet with
Senior White House staff members
and the National Security Council.
In a mailgram from the White
House, Connolly was invited to a
seven and one-half hour meeting that

would discuss the current position of
the United States in world affairs. Additional discussions, centered
around national affairs, including
energy. Afterwards, Connolly and
other student representatives met
with Carter at a reception.
Connolly said that he was one of
approximately 250 student government presidents chosen from
schools around the country. Five
schools from each state were chosen, with care being taken to ensure
that the school's picked were a cross
section of the ones in that state.

Connolly added that the invitation
was a big surprise and that it was
more than difficult in convincing
himself and others the invitation was
for real. "It's not something you except. I had to read it twice to believe
it."
Connolly said he hopes to be able
to find out what is really going on as
far as the situation in Iran and' Afghanistan. He also expressed in interest in finding out what other areas
of the country are doing through the
student representatives.

The University Alumni Association
has developed a serie of new programs designed to create a broader
interaction between the entire student body and the Association. Richard Popilowski, director of the Alumni Association, is pleased to announce the availability of funds to
sponsor the programs. According to
Popilowski, "We'd like to become
better acquainted with the students,
and they with us. We already do a lot
with sports; now it's time for
academics."
The newly developed University
Alumni Association Student Research and Academic Studies Program demonstrates a serious attempt to support the university's continued effort to achieve academic excellence through research and enrichment programs. Proposals regarding research projects will be
reviewed by the recently formed Student Research Advisory and Academic Studies Committee. Based
upon the recommendations of the
Committee,' funds will be granted.
The amount of money allocated to
this program from the Alumni Association budget is $1000 dollars.
The Student Research Advisory
and Academic Studies Committee
will be comprised of 6 members: 5
students and 1 faculty member, not
yet selected. Two students from the
College of Arts and Sciences, one
each from the School of Business
and the School of Nursing, and one
additional student will be chosen to
serve on the committee. The faculty
member will actually serve as as advisor. He will have no voting power;
the final decisions rest with the
students.
All proposals presented to the
committee will be evaluated upon the
significance of the project to the
growth of the applicant, the feasibility of the project, and the potential impact of the project on the academic
excellence of the University. All students are invited to submit applications for conducting research and
other projects by March 3, 1980. Applications may be picked up in the
Alumni Relations Office, Loyola 10-A.
Although developed by Tony
Merola. class of '74, one of the program's strongest supporters was
Dean Weber. He cited it as "a great

learning experience for the students."
Also new this year is the Student
Alumni Liaison Committee, proposed
by Bob Brennan ('65), President of
the Alumni Association. Student
members of this committee are Pat
McCabe('80), and Darcy Clark ('81),
who were selected by seniors Mike
Navarro and Jim Connolly. "In other
words," stated Popilowski, "a student government by a student government." V.
Pat's and Darcy's function will be
to serve as representatives between
the student body and the alumni.
Popilowski, remarked, "We hope that
the closer involvement of. the students in the actual mechanics of the
Association will generate enthusiasm among the students. We'd like
to get some positive feedback from
the student body, thus enabling us to
create more mutually beneficial programs." The alumni serving on the
committee are Anne Barfuss (79),
Chris Jemapete (78), and John Hennessey ('64).
Programs oMhis kind also benefit
the University students once they
graduate, "Once a student becomes
an Alumnus, the first mailing that
comes is one asking for funds. With
programs such as the Liaison Committee and the Student Research
Program, the student will know more
about what his money is being used
for. The transition from student to
alumnus can be made while still attending school."
Popilowski says that the foreseeable future holds a great many
things—"The sky's the limit, as long
as the money hold sout." Among the
future possibilities are concerts, college nights, and students to serve as
ambassadors at receptions and
guest speakers at alumni clubs in
various locations throughout the
country. "In general, we hope to bring alumni news of what's happening
at Fairfield now."
With expansions such as these to
the Alumni Association's current programs, Mr. Popilowski hopes that
everyone realizes that the Association can be of vvaluable assistance
not only to alumni and their families,
but to the entire student body of F.U.
However, he adds, "The effort is only
as strong as the students make it.
Student participation is the key to
success."

Kennedy Coordinator
Visits Young Dems
By Jim Gilbert
Trish Kattelwell, Connecticut College Coordinator for the Kennedy for
President Committee, spoke to the
University Young Democrats last
Monday evening. Kattelwell fielded
questions from the students and explained her role as College Coordinator. The students showed concern
about such issues as the draft, the
economy, foreign policy, and the Iranian crisis. Speaking on behalf of
Senator Kennedy, Kattelwell stated
that Carter's foreign policy, "is in a
shambles
we just react to a crisis

instead of acting to prevent it."
On why she chose to support Senator Kennedy, Kattelwell said, "I
want someone who will put his fist
down and people will listen." She
stated that Carter's failure to stick
with one line on the Soviets has caused other nations to question our
credibility and has therefore weakened our image abroad.
When asked to account for Kennedy's image as a big spender, Kattelwell pointed out that, "Kennedy has
not voted to spend money, he has voted, to reallicate funds that have al-

ready been appropriated." She suggested that the students look at Senator Kennedy's record in the Senate
to verify this fact.
Kattelwell also discussed the Iranian crisis. Referring to President
Carter's state visit to Iran before the
fall of the Shah, Kattelwell pointed
out that Carter, "hugged and kissed
the Shah. The Iranian people ?saw
this action as United States support
for the Shah's bloody regime." Carter had been told of the atrocities of
the Shah prior to leaving for Iran.
Continued on Page 2

February, which has always been known as suicide month because of
its dreary weather and long interval between vacatiorfs, has depressed
Fairfield once again.
(Photo by Tom Gavula)
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The Week In Review
By Stephen Banbury

the Government to resume paying for poor woman's abortions. Marshall said that his action
would remain in effect only there is further
word from the full Supreme court.

A COMMISSION of inquiry designed to satisfy Iran's grievances and to avoid humiliating
Washington is being formed by Secretary General Kurt Waldheim and his top aides: Complex
and delicate negotiations remain to be completed before any final plans can be drawn up
for the release of the American hostages.

*

*

*

*

PRESIDENT CARTER has urged Iranian officials to clarify their demands. "More definition" is needed so that these confusing reports
do not generate undue optimism over a problem that still needs considerable work. U.S. officials have indicated that one question is how
to handle Iran's demand, rejected by Carter,
that the U.S. acknowledge that it committed
"crimes" in Iran.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A MILD recession was forecast by the Business Council, along with a sluggish recovery
and a modest improvement in the inflation rate,
to about 11.2%. Unemployment is expected to
rise from 6.2% in January to 7.5%.

* ' *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Kennedy Coordinator
Visits Young Dems

MIKE'S
PIZZA
1560 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD
"Try Mikes Super Pizza
Or Turn Over Pizza"

FREE DELIVERY
AFTER 11 P.M.
$10.00 Minimum

OPEN 11 to 11
255-2292

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ISRAEL DEDICATED A new Jewish outpost
in the Arab occupied West Bank last week despite United State protest. The ceremony came
as Prime Minister Begin rejected Washington's
protest of an Israeli decision to move Jews into
the center of Hebron, a fiercely nationalistic
Palestinian settlement in the West Bank area.

SUPREME COURT Justice Marshall blocked
a lower court order that would have required

Continued From Page 1
Kattelwell suggested that this may
have been the "straw that broke the
camel's back and caused the Iranian
Revolution."
The students grilled Kattelwell
with some tough questions, however,
Kattelwell's answers appeared to
satisfy the seemingly pro-Carter
group. Several students later stated
that they were unsure who they
would support in the upcoming Democratic primaries.

*

ARTILLERY AID rocket duels broke out between rival Christian forces in northern Lebanon, military sources in Beirut reported. T£ey
said "quite a large number" of the combatants
were killed or wounded. Tension in the area is
high because of Syria's plan to withdraw its
troops from Beirut.

GASOLINE PRICES soared 7.2 cents a gallon in January, the largest single month jump in
over seven years. The average price per gallon
in New York City averages out to $1.26.

*

*

EXPLOSIONS KILLED at least two people
last week as whites voted for twenty parliament
seats at the start of elections to return Rhodesia to black rule. Police are expected to patrol the polling stations around the country and
the army will be used in areas where guerillas
were believed to be active.

U.S. MILITARY aid to El Salvador will be resumed despite challenges to its government.
The assistance halted in 1977 because of human rights violations will be restarted because
the junta appears to have a "good chance" of
winning popular support.

*

*

A MEDICAL bulletin on Tito said the Yugoslav leader's condition had turned "critical."
The report was the grimmest since the 87 year
old president was admitted to the hospital on
January 12. The National Defense Council,
which will run the nation when Tito dies, met to
discuss the situation.

A DISAPPOINTED Washington is pressing
Europe and Japan to spend more on arms and
increase reserve stocks. While some European
diplomats wonder whether the U.S. reaction to
Afghanistan is just a "Spasm", Germany has
raised its military spending and Britain has sent
warships into the Mediterranean to replace
American ships that have moved to the Indian
Ocean. Norway has promised some help but
other than that the general opinion of the Europeans is, "don't get too excited."

*

*

INDIA'S FOREIGN ministry said the presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan should
be viewed in perspective of the U.S. naval presence in the Indian Ocean. They asserted that
the U.S. buildup has added to the tensions in
the region.

"ANY U.S.—Soviet military confrontation in
the Persian Gulf region might spread to Europe," warned Defense Secretary Harold
Brown in a recent interview. He also pointed
out that Washington felt free to use military action to counter Soviet expansion.

*

*

VOWING TO use "every tactic" necessary,
a coalition of student and peace groups, pledged last week to take to the streets of Washington on March 22 in a huge protest against draft
registration. Pat Lacefield, head of the National
Mobilization Against the Draft, said that he
hopes that thousands of students and otflers'
march on the nation's capitol next month in an
outpouring of opposition to President Carter's
plan to reinstitute draft registration.

A DEFINITE threat to his reelection, President Carter's hope of slowing inflation has
grown dim. His own economic advisors see little chance of milder price rises in the months
ahead. They fear that costs of energy.and
housing will keep driving consumer prices upward at a double digit rate.

*

*

ROBERT KANE, president of the United
States Olympic Committee said, "We must remain open to the President's views of what is
best in the international interest and to the will
of the American people." Also, the committee
has said that they opposed alternative games,
or a counter-Olympics as a competitive solution for American athletes this summer.

"THE HOSTAGES could be free in a matter
of 48 hours," if Washington accepted Iran's
conditions, President Bani-Sadr said recently in
Tehran. He expressed hope that the commission along with other initiatives would open the
way for a peaceful solution.

*

#

THE NUCLEAR regulatory Commission began an investigation of two leaks of radioactive
krypton 85 that occurred last week at the Three
Mile Island Nuclear power plant. "Coming back
to back, these leaks have attracted considerable attention. Clearly the public is very interested," said commission spokesman, Joseph
Fouchard. The latest leaks that lasted for a total of 16 hours occurred last Monday and Wednesday.

Kattelwell clsoed the meeting with
a discussion of her role as College
Coordinator and a plea for volunteers. "We need people to care,"
she concluded. Each weekend a bus
leaves from Fairfield University and
several other Connecticut colleges
for two days of campaigning in New
Hampshire. Volunteers are lodged in
local universities and private homes.
The days consist of door-to-door
campaigning and at night there is
some type of social activity for all
the volunteers. Over 40 students
from Fairfield have already participated in the Kennedy campaign in

New Hampshire. Many have expressed a desire to return, while all agree
it was an experience they will never
forget.
If you are interested.in attending
one of these trips, the last one will
leave from the Campus Center to
New Hampshire this evening, February 22, and will return Sunday night
at approximately 8:00. All interested
students are asked to contact Mike
Dedanato at 255-8857 before today
at 6:00 PM. Dedanato is the Fairfield
University Coordinator for the Kennedy campaign. He guarantees a
"solid, political experience" for all.

Amy & Navy Store

FREE
LEVI COLORED POSTER
with purchase of any Levi garment
; Westport Open Thursday till 8P.M.

Bridgeport Friday till 8P.M.

1439 POST RD EAST, WESTPORT
Zi 255-6066. Opp Westport Bowling Lanes

855 E. Main St.
Bridgeport
334-4345

Calendar Set
For Chorale
By Philip McGinty
The University Women's Chorale
commenced a busy second semester on February 14 with a Valentine's
day fund-raiser. The Chorale offered
students a chance to send a love
song to the Valentine of their choice.
According to Chorale President Kathy Puglise, "It turned out to be quite
successful. We sold one hundred
and sixty songs."
The Chorale, conducted by Margaret Slez and moderated by Father
Walter Smith, will host a competition

of the Catholic Intercollegiate Women's Glee Club Association on
March 16. More than five hundred
girls from twelve different colleges,
including Villanova, Anna Maria and
Ladycliff, will travel to Fairfield for
the weekend. The public will have the
chance to hear the competition on
Sunday, March 16, at Sacred Heart
University. Ms. Puglise stated: "The
public will surely enjoy Sunday's concert because, in addition to each
chorale's performance, there will be
performances by soloists and speContinued On Page 3

Youth is our Concern
The Piarists are a Catholic Order of
priests and brothers who dedicate
their lives to educate the young. They
work in schools, CCD programs and
parishes. For more information,
write:

Vocation Director
The Piarists
363 Valley Forge Road
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
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Campus Notes
Yale Russian Chorus
Once again, Fairfield University's
office of special events is proud to
preserjl the "Yale Russian Chorus
and the Yale Slavic Chorus". The
program is presented as part of the
"Evenings of Music" series sponsored by the Office of Special Events.
The chorus appeared at Fairfield
two years ago and was widely acclaimed by the University community. This year, the chorus will be appearing next Wednesday, February
27 in the Campus Center Oak Room

by five of Fairfield's most talented
and experienced performers: Kathie
Fitzpatrick, Laurie Cheshire, Tony
DeFillipis, Rick Lawless, and Sal
Candido. Tom Zingarelli is directing.
Audiences will agree with the critics, and perhaps find other words of
praise, in the intimate cabaret atmosphere in the Playhouse.
"Jacque Brel" will continue to
play at the Playhouse tomorrow night
and next Wednesday through Saturday at 8 pm. General admission is
$3.00 and students and senior citi-

Laurie Cheshire, tony Difilippis and Kathie Fitzpatrick in a scene from
"Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris," currently running at
the Fairfield University Playhouse. Tonight, tomorrow night and next
Wednesday through Saturday, ticket prices are $3.00 general, $2.00
student and senior citizens. All seats are reserved, BYOB, and set-ups
are available.
at 8 pm. General admission is $3.00,
and students and seniors will be admitted for $1.00. Tickets are available'at the door only. For more information contact the Office of Special
Events at the University.
"Jacque Brel"
Comes to Fairfield
"Jacque Brel" is indeed alive and
well and living in the Playhouse at
Fairfield University. "Jacque Brel"
opened at the Playhouse last night
bringing music and merriment to all.
The theatrical and musical treat,
which became a smashing success
in New York is being brought to life

zens are $2.00. All seats are reserved and reservations must be paid
for by 6 pm the night of the performance. Call 255-5411, ext. 2204
for further information. Go and see
Brel. . they got a table waiting for
you!
Volunteers Wanted
Volunteers are needed to work in a
Bridgeport shelter for runaway
youths aged 11 to 17. This is an excellent experience for students of human services of a good service project for club or organization. Hours
are flexible.
For more information, contact

JudeCarter at 374-9471 of the Council of ^Churches of the greater
Bridgeport area.
R.A. Applications
Applications_ for the position of
Resident Advisor for the 1980-81
academic year are due in the Office
of Student Services, Loyola 100,
today.
Applications are open to members
of the classes of 1981, 1982, and to
graduate students..
For further information, contact
Ms. Phyllis Rogge in Student Services.
Fairfield Grad Makes
Cover of Newsweek
Did you happen to catch last
week's issue of Newsweek? If you
did, then you may have noticed the
picture on the cover illustrating the
feature story, "Children of Divorce".
The models for that picture were
Fairfield grad Steve Smith, class of
1968, his wife Janet, and their daughter Amy. All there were photographed by Newsweek for a pictorial
demonstration of the cover story
about divorce and its effect on
children of broken marriages.
In actuality, Steve is not divorced;
in addition to daughter Amy, Steve
and Janet have two sons, Andrew
and Patrick. The family resides in
Sea Girt, New Jersey, where Steve is
co-owner of the Pro-Allaire Racquet
Club in Monmouth Beach.
Steve's career in modelling extends back to grammar school days.
He, along with brothers Bill and John,
and sister Cathy (all three Fairfield
alums of the classes of '67, '70, and
'76 respectively) modelled children's
clothes for both the New York Times
and the Daily News. In addition, all
four, along with sister Barbara, appeared in local television commercials advertising such products as
toothpaste, toys, and bread.
Currently, Steve has three cousins

UPCOMING EVENTS
Today, Friday, February 22: Today is the last day to submit an application for the position of Resident Advisor for the 198081 academic year.
Applications are open to members of the classes of 1981 and 1982. For
further information, contact Phyllis Rogge in Student Services.
Alpha Epsilon Delta presents "Snowball '80" in the Cafeteria from 9
P.M. to 1 A.M.; "High Times" will be the featured guest. Tickets are
still available in the Campus Center lobby for $8.50 a couple.
Saturday, February 23: Hockey at home vs. Lehigh University at the
Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport, at 8 PTM.
The Stags take on lona in the home game of the season in the Fairfield
Gym. At half-time, the Alumni Association is sponsoring a basketbll competition for five men and five women. Men will shoot from three-quartets
of the court and women will shoot from half-court. The first to make a
basket wins a color T.V. More details are available in the Alumni relations
office.
Monday, February 25: All incompletes from last semester are due in the
Registrar's office. All'missing incompletes become failures after this
date.
Wednesday, February 27: Hockey at home vs. lona at the Wonderland
of Ice in Bridgeport at 8 P.M.
Thursday, February 28: S.E.C. presents Dave Mason in concert live at
the Fairfield University Gymnasium. Tickets are still available in the Campus Center lobby at $6.50 a person.
Wednesday, March 5: FUSA lecture and Arts presents "Jerry Rubin" in
the Oak Room at 8:00 P.M.
CORRECTION: It was erroneously reported in this column last week
that electives day for courses for the 1980-81 academic year will take
place all on one day on Wednesday, March 5 at prescribed times. The
Mirror stands corrected. The actual schedule for electives is: class of
1981 will pick electives and complete their programs in the order assigned by their lottery numbers between 3:30 and 5:30 P.M. in the Oak Room.
Tuesday, March 4: Members of the class of 1982 will pick electives in
similar fashion between 3:30 and 5:30 P.M. in the Oak Room.
Wednesday, March 5: A similar process will take place in the Oak Room
for members of the class of 1983.

attending Fairfield U. John and Ginny
Smith are both members of the class
of 1980, and Nancy Smith is a member of the class of 1982.
Although it may have been a long
time coming, it is a pleasure to know
that Fairfield University graduates
are finally making the covers of national magazines—even if the reasons seerri a little strange.
Praying is Living Workshop
"Praying is Living", a workshop on
prayer, will be ponducted by the

Campus Ministry beginning Wednesday February 27 through to April 16.
The workshop on Prayer will focus
on the variety and richness of Prayer
forms in the Christian tradition and
how these forms enter and affect our
daily lives.
The workshop will be a series of
seminars beginning on Wednesday,
February 27 until April 16. For more
information or to register, contact
the Campus Ministry Office or; Sr.
Marie.

NAUTILUS
HAPPY HOURS
MONDAY-THURSDAY

7-10 P.M.
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS
"Chorale"
Continued From Page 2
cial groups between them."
On Tuesday, April 22, the Chorale
will join the Men's Glee Club and the
University Orchestra to perform the
Coronation Mass. composed by Mozart at St. Augustine's Cathedral in
Bridgeport. On the following Sunday,
April 27, the Church of St. Catherine
of Siena in Greenwich will be the site
of the 600th anniversary of SL Catl>
erine at which the Chorale will, sing
during and after the mass.
The annual'Spring Concert'for the
Chorale will take place on May 4 in
Gonzaga Auditorium. Ms. Puglise
stressed that the concert will be
quite special for the girls because,
she explained, "we have our own
spotlight, for once."
The Chorale will travel to Washington, DC. for the weekend of May 16

10 18 where they will give two performances. The first will be on Saturday, May 17 at the Capitol Building
for the general public. Sunday, May
18 will include a performance either
at the Georgetown University Chapel
or at St. Matthew's Cathedral. Although the girls are working diligently in preparing for the trip. Ms. Puglise informed, "We are mainly going
for fun." Father Smith added, "The
trip is mostly for rest and relaxation."
The season will end for the Chorale with the singing of the Alma Mater at Graduation on May 25. Because the size of the Chorale has
grown from thirty four members last
year to fifty six presently, Ms. Puglise
emphasized, "I would like the people
to know that the Chorale is an entity
in itself along with other big clubs on
campus."

3-7 P.M.

Drinks
25c Drafts
1144 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD
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Editorials
To say that 1980 is a turbulent year is a gross
understatement. Changes are taking place on
all fronts- From out of these changes, however,
must come some form of stability.
Internationally one is faced with the crises in
Iran and Afghanistan. Many third world nations
are rapidly shifting allegiances to further complicate a notion of stability.
Nationally it is an election year. One can
tune in the news to find a protest about
everything. Pro draft. Anti draft. Pro this, con
■that. The list is endless.
Socially there are upheavels in religion, morals, class structure, and just about everything.
At times is is almost impossible to keep track of
the latest fad. How long did baggy jeans last?
Three weeks at best.
Even here at our own little haven, things are
in the process of change. The entire sports program in under revew. New buildings are planned. Old ones are to be scrapped. Once again,
the pros and cons seem to be everywhere.
But are they?
With all the people who are supposed to be
demonstrating for some cause or another, it

would take a population the size of China's
to make this true. If one would look carefully,
we are sure that you would find the same faces
at both a pro-Carter rally as an anti-draft
convention.
The numbers just don't add up.
If there is to be any stability through this time
of upheavel, it is up to you, the members of the
silent majority. That's right. Although one may
hate to admit it, the greater part of the students
here, the so-called apathetic ones, really belong to the greatest institution known to mankind: the Silent Majority.
"The times they are a changing'," so said a
poet of the sixties. That is true more now than
ever before. If you want to preserve a little sanity in these times, it is necessary for the Silent
Majority to act; to become involved.
The choice is up to you. The consequences
of non-action are devastating. 1984 is not that
far away, both in time and in feasibility.
We hope that George Orwell will not be called, "the father of modern history." It is up to
you to preserve him as one of the greatest fiction writers of all time.

Revolving Door Of Registration
Most of the problems surrounding registration can be eliminated if people would exercise
Oh no!. It's that time of year again—its some common sense. Simple suggestions
Registration time! Get ready everybody; here it such as planning for close-outs by making
comes with its hallway traffic jams, the agony alternate schedules or by consulting with your
and frustration of closed out courses, and the department or dean before planning your schemoans and groans (a la Mr. Bill) of a desperate dule bring forth excellent results. There is a lot
of information out already concerning the
and disheartened student body.
There is something about the word "Regis- schedule of events for registration but not to be
tration" that inspires sheer panic in the outdone, the Mirror is making available right
average undergrad at Fairfield. There are cer- here in your hands, the very same schedule (in
tain characteristics that the student body takes case you haven't gotten a hold of it already).
on specifically at this time of year; most Monday, March 3: Members of the class of
notable among these is forgetfulness: People, 1981 will register for choice of courses within
forget when they are supposed to be where; his/her major with the respective department
people forget where they are supposed to be chairman.
when; people forget to follow directions,
etc. This should not be interpreted to mean Tuesday, March 4: Members of the class of
that Fairfield students are ignorant; rather, the 1982 will register within his/her department for
main thrust being stressed here is that people courses in their major.
do not understand fully the Registration process and are, to ad degree, scared off by it. Wednesday, March 5: Likewise procedure for
What is hoped to be accomplished here is to members of the class of 1983.
clear up some misunderstandings and set the
record straight about the Registration process. Monday, March 10 through Friday, March
It should be pointed out immediately that 14: Members of the class of 1981 will fill out
Fairfield's registration process is designed in core curriculum requirements in the Office of
such a way that conceivably it is impossible for the Registrar in Canisius 204 in the order asa student to be closed out of a course in his or signed by their lottery numbers.
her major. The student's major is of primary
concern here. Courses in any given discipline Monday, March 17 through Friday, March
are never given out as electives until all majors 21: Likewise procedure for members of the
in that discipline have had the opportunity to class of 1982.
cho.se courses for their major.
Most of the agony of long lines and closed Monday, March 24 through Friday, March
out courses is derived from registration for 28: Likewise procedure for members of the
core curriculum courses. Since everyone must class of 1983.
register for these courses, order must be imposed on the process so that everyone has a Monday, April 14: Between 3:30 and 5:30 pm,
chance to register. For this reason, Fairfield members of the class of 1981 will pick elechas developed the lottery system whereby tives and complete their programs in the order
everyone is assigned a number chosed at ran- assigned by their lottery numbers.
dom. Many complain that this lottery is unfair.
However, it compares favorably with many Tuesday, April 15: Same for the class of 1982.
other colleges and universities where students
must literally wait for days and then fight (sic) Wednesday, April 16: Same for the class of
1983.
their way into courses.
By John J. Smith

The XIII Winter Hype
By Jay Ricci
Olympic Games: a modern revival of an ancient Greek festival, consisting of international
athletic and sports events... I had to look up
the definition of those words because I was
sure that the way the games are now, we could
not be farther from the real thing.
I am not surprised that the Greeks began the
Olympic Games, and I am in awe of the fact
they they were just that: games. Granted, I am
aware of the competition and drive that was
present then, and also at the times, men lost
their lives in competition. Yet I doubt the
Greeks, being philosophical people, were more
attracted to the idea of winning as they were to
the concept of athletes putting their skills to-the
test against others of their sort. The media today has nurtured me on that idea of "the drama of athletic competition" and the devotion to
it. But, to me, calling the Olympics "games" is
tike having a soap box derby on the Grand Prix
circuit. They just are not games anymore. A
contest for international bragging rights; a
place for our nation to stick it to another by
grading their performance (like in figure skating
events) lower from athletes from our own country, most definitely. But games, never.
In a sense, there are two worlds in an Olym-

pic year and perhaps it is the most evident in
these games since the 1936 Berlin games. One
world is the small group of athletes of numerous nationalities that train relentlessly and try
to remain oblivious to all the nonsense going on
around them. In the other world lives the "concerned" politicians and petty officials with their
ruled upon rules that prevent an athlete from
competing who has attained his level of excelence despite an illness for which he must take
medication. Better still is the rule that deprived
an American of a gold medal in one of the ski
jumping events due to some complicated bickering about his jumping too far. Mind you that
this happened in a distance-measuring event.
Personally, I'm tired of all this hype. I'm tired
of tuning in the Olympics only to see the screen
filled with "Up Close and Personal" or the
scene at a local bar. I don't care what the social life is like in the host city or what so-and-so
does in his spare time way out in God knows
where. In our present world society, thanks to
its complexities and technicalities, cannot be
any other way. That is a sad state of affairs to
be in, so as hopeless as it may seem I think I
will just hope for the day when the Olympics
are truly games: a form of playing for amusement.

Cheers
Cheers to: to the committee reviewing athletics
at Fairfield. . . remember, a varisity football
team would be great. .".to George Washington
for providing us with *a day of rest. . what
about a Phineas T. Faragaurh Day. . .to 100
nights . we've finally made it to the home
stretch. . to those firms who are hiring prospective Fairfield grads . remember, you're
getting the best of the bargain . .to Moe, Larry
and the gang. . .why certainly. . to Old Man
Winter for finally bringing us the white
stuff. . now if mom and dad would make with
the green stuff things would be just right. . to
the publishers of Synergy,. .you'll give the
Campus Crier a run for its money... to President-elect Andy McGowan. . hopefully you
won't have to deal with that dreaded creeping,
disease of TB . by the way, still waiting for
your cabinet choices
to those faculty members who are not going to give a test on the day
after the Dave Mason concert. . we wish all
would show the same compassion. . to the
Stags for their recent wins, the ECAC's are
still within reach... to those who were able to
finish the crossword puzzle last week... not as
easy as it looks, is it... to Jimmy Carter for his
meeting with Jimmy Connolly. . . birds of a feather they alwasy say... to Wheels' birthday,. .

1
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Boos
Boos to: to those who attempted to break into
the deli last weekend and delayed the opening
because of the broken lock
whatsamatter
with you anyway. . you're the same people
who complain about price increases to cover
theft. . to the aspiring Picasso's whose canvasses are the bathroom walls... is there no
place where one can get some peace . to
those FUSA hopefuls who have yet to take
down their campaign posters . some felt that
they were trash then, but now. . to the perennial critics who do nothing but complain... if
you put all that energy to use on something
constructive, there would be a lot less to complain about. . to those who waited until the
last minute and then couldn't get tickets for the
Jazz concert in the Oak Room last weekend. ..
it was a great show.. Congrats to Chris and
the gang for a job well done... to those who
don't write letters to thiss>editor but yet cut
down the opinions voiced in the opinion and
comment pages. .to the writer of the column
for the vagueness of one of the cheers last
week...Mrs. Samway, the cheer was long
overdue, not your resignation. . we'll miss
ya. .. to those whose lenten resolution is to
miss Macke meals. . that is no hardship. . .
why not try going to every meal if you really
want to offer a sacfrifice. . .
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Opinion & Comment
What Me Worry?
By Tony Tarnetl
Okie-dokie hot shot, so you are the people's
choice. What do you plan to do first? The promises, allusions, and innuendos which are
made by you and all presidential hopefuls are
no more than pretty words on attractive paper.
It takes a lot of guts, imagination, determination, and a whole measure more to be anything
more than just an ineffective figurehead. We
are all hoping you can do it Mr. President! Don't
let us down.
The position of F.U.S.A. President is one
which is completely contingent upon the individual attitudes and desires of the lucky person
elected. With the proper directioning and momentum, the role of chief-cook^andlbottlewasher can be tremendously rewarding for
both the individual and the student body as a
whole. But by falling into some of the all too
familiar pot-holes of leisurely management the
new president often fails to make the most of
his administration.
As is to be expected, some of the past
F.U.S.A. Presidents have fallen into this attitude of nonchalance. Consistent appointment
of close friends to most, if not all, of the cabinet
positions is a popular failure. This only leads to
an administrative ennui, which is marked by a
distancing sentiment among a majority of the
student populace. Placing seemingly endless
time, effort and emphasis into a program which
has so few direct effects on the students of the
university also falls short of what is considered
above average for a school leader. And finally,
thinking that you have fulfilled the qualifications of being a "successful" F.U.S.A. President by completing one major campaign objective is the worst infringement upon the unwrit-

ten contract between you, as the student-body
leader, and the voting body.
On the other hand, and also as is to be expected, some of the past F.U.S.A. Presidents
have been creative, straight-forward, and even
down-right successful. Little things like making
one's self available to the individual students,
and developing the necessary, quintessential
relationship with the heads of all clubs and organizations so total student involvement may
be attained makes for a successful F.U.S.A.
administration.
Perhaps the toughest objective which you
will have to struggle with as F.U.S.A. President
is the unending apathy and underinvolvement
which is so common for Fairfield University students. Over the past.four years, this situation
has always been onejDf the major campaign
objectives of evvery individual who has never
developed into any semblance of fruition. It is a
tough tiger to tackle, and therefore has often
fallen by the wayside in favor of some more attainable goal. Without student involvement.and
intellectual excitement, parking lots, mundane
courses, and obnoxious Macke food will reign
supreme. As F.U.S.A. President, you will have
the ability to implant strong feelings among the
students, thus burying apathy and keeping the
aforesaid "possible" problems in check.
Well, good luck, Andy. You bring to the position new ideas, a new vivid personality, and a
strong vote of confidence on the behalf of the
students. With tye proper judgement, motivation, and relentless persistence, you could possibly become the best, most effective F.U.S.A.
President of recent years. On the other hand,
2,700 students laughing at you can be awfully
embarrassing. The choice is yours.

Cocked Eye On The World
By Ed Dew
When someone raps you on the knee of your
values, does it jerk? Well, I should hope so!
Therefore, I'm hard-pressed to see what was
supposed to be so damaging about the epithet
"knee-jerk liberal." Any other kind would be a
numbkneed knockskull, as far as I'm concerned. And I say that as a knee-jerk conservative.
I suppose the idea of "knee-jerk" was intended to connote a state of high-strung opinionatedness, an unwillingness to listen to other
views, and a distaste for political compromise
and give-and-take. But, if that's the case, such
a metaphor should be arrested for the murder
of anatomy. Like a steady heartbeat, a proper
knee-jerk is a sign of health. Nothing less,
nothing more. Right: "nothing more!" I mean,
the knee-jerk is jusl the starting point for one's
social and political development, not the basis
for its final judgment. For what does it profit a
man to gain all the right knee-jerk values. . .?
You've got to try puttin' 'em to work!
I raise all this because of my admiration for a
couple of colleagues, Don Greenberg, and Kevin Cassidy, good knee-jerk liberals both, who've
been putting their beliefs to work in the field of
energy use. They're miles ahead or most of the
rest of us, for whom the energy crisis is either a
MEGO issue (Washingtonese for "my eyes
glaze over") or a mouth-jerk one ("don't look at
me-. .").
As a conservative, I find it salutary that a
couple of liverals are working so hard to explore the ways to limit our liberality with
energy. Most of my fellow conservatives could
hardly care less! Anyhow, the course they're
presently teaching at-Connecticut Center for
Continuing Education is going to touch base
with all the problems and proposals, as I understand it. I hope it's not too late to attend, if
you're interested.
Insofar as making.our own direct contribu-

tion to energy conservation, the ideas most frequently discussed are home improvements to
reduce one's heating bills (ranging from all
manner of insulation to the installation of solar
panels), fuel-effecient automobiles, the cutback in our use of plug-in gadgetry, etc. But the
more one goes for the theoretical minima, given our existent homes, the more difficult it is for
our nation to achieve its overall theoretical
minima. D'ya get what I'm saying? O.K. I'll put
it to you another way.
If our population were more concentrated in
urban centers and along the corridors of highspeed mass transit, as is the case, for example, in Scandinavia and the Lowlands, then our
transportation fuel usage could be at a much
lower theoretical minimum. Moreover, if we
were to bite the bullet of urbane urbanism and
live in increasingly smaller quarters (row housing, apartments, etc., the gracious possibilities
of which are evident all over Europe), we could
lower the theoretical minimum in home-heating
by the reduction of space and exterior walls. If
we're going to discourage gas-guzzling cars,
we ought to do the same regarding fuel-guzzling.houses.
I suppose this doesn't sound like the kind of
argument you'd expect from a conservative,
but issues are never very simple, once the jerk
factors its way through the brain. Look, ya wanta preserve whatcha like best here in America?
Then ya gotta give a little, right? Right! and if
we're not so radical as to call for "suburban
clearance" or to organize bombing missions on
Greenfield Hill's arrogant fuelishness, the least
we can do is to push our government to launch
a respectably massive Marshall Plan of assistance to our cities. Ya know somethin'! Ya
might have to live there one day! So regardless
of your knee-jersk (and I wish them all the best),
let's help the heart of our country to new
health. How's this for a slogan? "Save our
cities/Win valuable prizes!"

Christianity On Campus
By Madeline Croy
Attempting to relate more meaningfully to
those individuals on pilgrimage to find Christ, I
plan to contribute of my energy and hesitating
enthusiasm a series of profiles on the Jesuit
saints whose names adorn our campus buildings. This br-iHiant idea came to me through the
inspiration- ef-our wonderful Campus Minister,
Fr. Bill CuHpn.
Robert Bellarmine, after whom the university
was named, was acclaimed the "nerve-center
of the Counter-Reformation." An incredibly
gifted man, Bellarmine maintained his sense of
balance through success as bishop, then cardinal, rector of the Collegium Romanum, brilliant preacher, and scholarly author of the 3
volume work, Controversies. The same man
who advised Pope Sixtus V also washed dishes

with his students at the College.
Along with his Jesuit brothers, Bellarmine
showed especial kindness toward Galileo in accepting many of his discoveries, but he rejected the scientist's insistence to establish
the universe and its motions as incorruptible. In
the saint's words, "The Bible was not written to
teach us astronomy . The intention of the
Holy Spirit is to teach us how to go to Heaven,
not how the heavens go."
Bellarmine represents a model of diversification who responded to the call of Christ, unafraid to clash with kings or to sacrifice understanding of scientific phenomena. Revealing
that neither study nor occupation nor popularity is absolute, Fairfield University St. Robert
Bellarmine acknowledges Christ's challenge to
develop different and diverging interests.

Schools Go To
The Movies
By Ken Vaughn
As the country turns full-swing into the
1980's, one of its primary concerns has to be
the decrease in education, especially on the
public school level. The high school drop-out
ratio is on the rise, SAT scores are on a 10-year
slump, and the quality of teachers has fallen
because it just doesn't pay to teach. As a result, high school graduates today are not leaving school after 12 years with the knowledge
their predecessors did ten years ago. There
are probably many reasons, but one in particular should be looked at.
At the beginning of the 1970's, there was the
"New" phase, where new match, new English
and even new Reading (I'm not even sure what
the old reading was) dominated classrooms.
Within two years, the "revolutionary" teaching
system was junked. Now on our hands is the
era of "Audio-Visual Extravaganza". Born
somewhere around 1975, this allowed the teacher to show movies, film strips, slides and
play records and tape recordings besides offering his/her monotone lecture voice. While this
is aesthetically appealing, it more than has its
share of drawbacks.
If there is a reason teaching quality is not on
the increase, blame at least part of this on the

AV revolution. If he/she desires, no teaching
need be done on their part. A few brief opening
statements at the start of class can be followed
by a movie on "Romeo & Juliet", complete with
analysis of the work at the end. This saves the
teacher any real class preparation for the day
and allows the students to sit back and relax
(which means fall asleep).
In some instances, such as the one mentioned, an audio-visual presentation may allow the
class to forego reading the text in favor of the
one-day unit. This way, tranalation of the work
line-by-line can be avoided and unfavorable
comments by students can be kept to a minimum. Unfortunately, students who are constantly subjected to AV versions of the assignment in their class, be it English or any other,
lose out on the reading experience. It is a fact
that students are not reading as much in
school today, and this has contributed to the
decline in education as far as literacy goes.
However, to place the blame on the teachers
entirely is more than unfair. Today's society is
geared around the television set and radio. Instead of reading the information you want, it
can be told to you effortlessly. Such a way of
life could not avoid the classroom forever, and
now the AV equipment seems to have found a
home in school. What mother thought that after
her children watched morning television she
would be sending them to school to see a
movie? Maybe I am being a little too harsh, but
when I was in first grade, we saw a movie once
a month at the most. By sixth grade, students
were signing up for weekly popcorn-bringing
assignments: It was like "Saturday Night at the
Movies".
To top all of this off, students are now accustomed to reclining in their school chairs at least
an hour a day to take in an AV presentation.
What can be done?
While I think audio-visual devices can be
helpful in instruction, I think the students
should begin doing the majority of the work
again. Instead of handing them everything on a
silver platter, make them go out and find information on a topic themselves. Assign read
homework judiciously and frequently, and, if
possible, discourage students from watching a
lot of television. In fact, make the local
newspaper accessable to them (via the school
or town library) so they can read the news instead of watching it. This return to more work
and less play may benefit many students who
won't thank us now, but who will certainly thank
us later.

That Man On The Cross
By Tim McDonald
Do you think that Jesus was God? If so, how
do you begin to explain the many militaristic
and revolutionary passages in the Bible? Certainly, a God who preached love and brotherhood would not also preach about bringing
swords and establishing a kingdom of God on
Earth. This latter point was interpreted as a
direct challenge to the authorities of the time,
both Romans and Jews. When someone tells
you they are going to establish a kingdom,
it means that your kingdom and position are
likely to be affected first. They saw Christ
as a politcal revolutionist bent on reforms
which would exclude them. Indeed, this is what
he was, a revolutionist trying to change a situation he die not like, by any means he could. He
was man, not a God. This also explains whey he
failed.
Christ's purpose in making himself out to be
the Savior was to be able to attract large adoring crowds and challenge the authorities just
as the Zealots wanted. Jesus was actively
seeking to bring down the Roman authority. His
attacks on the Jewish hierarchy can be viewed
in two ways; 1) he used them as a diversion.
He hid from the Romans by keeping himself a
'Jewish' problem, or, more likely, 2) the Jewish
hierarchy had to also be removed in order that
he could become the leader and bring about reform. With staunch Jewish wisemen in the way,
this would be impossible. As it turned out, he
was unable to achieve this and, therefore, was
condemned by the authorities he sought to
overthrow.
Jesus came to bring ".. not peace, but a
sword. "This supports the fact that Jesus was a
revolutionist. In that case, he was also political
and all his teachings were a means of radicalizing those who were not sure where they stood.
The Zealots would automatically back him (in
fact, they probably were behind him doing this).
Those members in good standing with the Jewish powers would automatically be against him
since they would have the most to lose. The
ones that cpuld be swayed were bombarded by
messages rof brotherhood and love. At the
same time though, they were witness to biting
criticism and vehement attacks upon the aristocratic Jewish hierarchy. The meek and the
poor would go to heaven, but the strong and

rich would be damned to hell. All the apparent
contradictions in the Bible were just that, contradictions. Jesus spoke to each crowd differently, giving them only what would further
his cause. With such an apparently, wellplanned scheme, how come he failed. Very
simply, he promised them to much and then
could not deliver.
The common Jewish peasant of that day
wanted something to brighten their lives. They
lived under oppresion from the Romans and,
sometimes, fanatical ranting and ravings from
their Jewish leaders. They had very little yet, all
around them they saw wealth and power. Especially gauling was the fact that members of
their own race were living high on the hog because of this very Roman occupation. It seemed very unfair at best. So along comes a charasmatic man telling them that they will be
rewarded for their simple lives. Furthermore,
he tells them that those above them will be
punished for.ther excesses. Well, needless to
say, they fell for it, in droves. However, even
with all that Jesus said and did, nothing really
happened. Their lot got no better. In fact, it
might have gotten worse considering that
Jesus was stirring up trouble between Jews
and Romans and Jews and Jews. They were
expecting a kingdom of God and all they got
was more oppresion from their leaders and
more rhetoric from Christ. In the end, they
revolted. The Jewish hierarchy saw the opening and stepped in condemning Christ as a
false prophet and savior. This was the brightest
move they could have made. In a culture which
had a long line of being misled by false prophets, embarrasment was adding insult to injury. The condemnation had its predictable effect and the masses, byand large, quickly turned against the Master they had so recently worshipped. Pilate, although he believed that
Christ was innocent of any lawbreaking, nevertheless, wanted to get rid of such a disturbance
and fulfilled the Jew's desire to crucify Jesus.
So, in the end, all they had left was a broken
man with a broken dream dying on a cross, no
God who would bring the poor a kingdom on
Earth and no God that would overthrow the
position of the authorities, just a man who had
caused a brief disturbance and was now
disposed of.
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When In Doubt Get A Job
By Susan Broadbin
There are three things in life that I
do not like to do in my spare time:
count the carats in my girlfriends engagement ring, shake the sign of
peace with a little kid who decided to
save his gum during Mass, and look
for a job. The first two I'm used to but
that last one. . For some reason I
don't fit the pattern of a prospective
job hunter, probably because I always have been slightly off base
when it comes to employment. Take
for example, when I was four years
old and clearly retarded for age, my
main occupational goal in life was to
be a cute flying monkey just like the
ones that stole Dorothy (and Toto
too) in the Wizard of Oz. Knowing this
would not come easy and learning
from my knowledgeable six year old
brother that: "Mom & Dad probably
couldn't afford tuition for monkey
school anyway stupid", I reluctantly
went, the route of tedious kindergarten mumbling all the way "a new kid
just can't get a break," It was then
that I realized that mayhe I was not
cut out for the job mark t like everyone else. Later on, I remember on
career day in grammar school other
kids wanted to become firemen, policemen & nurses, me, I told the principle that I wanted to be one of the
SUPREMES. Color would be a problem but I did have rhythm and possessed the unique ability to "stop in
the name of love." While she shook
her head and politely said "that's
nice dear," to this day I don't think

A Soldier
On Heels
By Deirdre Hagan
I'm old enough, healthy enough,
and I'm not pregnant. I'm eligible for
the draft. What is this world coming
to? I can't hack being one of the few,
one of the proud and certainly one of
the Marines. In the Navy, I can sail
the seven seas but I'd rather go to
Cape Cod.
But if Uncle Sam calls, we don't
have a choice. We women will be
dragged from the beauty parlors,
stripped of our designer jeans, wiped
clean of our credit cards and kicked
all the way to boot camp. The only
thing that will be permanent will be
our hairdos.
Before we know it, we will be
through with basic training and sent
to the front line. Can we live through
the hell of wearing Khakis all day,
everyday? "I can't wear this it
doesn't match my, eyes!" Will we
survive without our blowdryers and
curling irons?
Our hair will go
from fluffy to flat
Will we break
down when we chip a nail pulling a
trigger of a gun? Can we suppress
the urge to jump into the nearest foxhole with a cute private?
There are things we will have to
give up, and new things to cope with.
For instance, instead of Camay
baths, we'll have to wash from our
helmets. We'll be fixing jeeps instead
of our hair and instead of watching
the battle of the sexes will be in
them.
But we'll survive, it'll be traumatic
but didn't we make it through puberty, girl scouts, David Cassidy and disco? In fact we'll more than make it,
we'll come out on top. So look out
Russia, because we'll be marching
down the front line singing "I am Woman" and the lyrics alone are
enough to scare the pants off you.
Oh, but before we join our boys
overseas, it might be nice to pass
ERA.
Stags-Keep Up The Good Work

BARBER SERVILLE
1426 POST ROAD

259-3893

that Diana Ross ever got my message . alas another lite on broadway busted.
So here it is, years later, I am a
senior in college and I am supposed
to be preparing to earn a living and
once again I cannot fit into the norm.
While almost every other senior wonders and is bothered about interviews, job salaries and grad school; I
still wake up in the morning and wonder why did the people on Gilligan's
Island bring luggage if they were just
going on a three hour tour! It bothers
me that no one knows Charo's last
name and I want to know why I can't
tear off that tag on my Sealy Posterpedic mattress under penality of the
law. It bothers me as I'm driving to
school to see a shoe or a shirt lying
in the middle of the street. Doesn't
anyone ever wonder why its there,
who it belong to. . . dolhey miss it???
That really intrigues me.
Now is the -time that you see all
seniors in suits preparing for interviews. Probably the only suit that you
will see me appear in is in court for
impersonating an interested job
seeker. To me, there has to be more
to life than being interviewed by a
smiling man recruiting for some rubber company wearing a button.reading: BOZO TIRES-DONT TREAD ON
ME, offering me a job. Interviews are
also an experience that can only be
described as challenging. You are
thrust in a room, smile and chat and
then get quizzed on your main goals
in life and your immediate plans after
graduation. Considering my main

goals in life are to be a contestant on
Name That Tune and to see someone
trip on Dance Fever, my chances are
not too good for a job. As far as my
immediate plans after graduation, I
plan to take off my cap and gown and
say goodbye to people. Very simple
no? NO-or at least thats what Proctor
said when GaMble wasn't looking.
Occasionally they will ask you a morality question like, Do you think Judas Iscariot was really hung up on
himself? or do you believe that Ken
and Barbie should be left in her
houseboat alone overnight. But I usually handle them very well and retort "Yes sir, Fairfield is nice this
time of year."
If to get a job is God's will I want to
contest it. I'm too young to work and
besides with my academic studies I
can't function without a book. Why
did God choose me to think differently? I don't know, probably the same
reason that when I am in a Ladies
Room full of strangers, minding my
own business amidst fifty people invariably .the drunkest girl will come
up to me, and ask me to help her get
sick. . why me? but that's another
story entirely.
Well the headaches are endless
but I plan to enjoy senior year and I
suppose I will survive anyway. Its
time to stop worrying about occupational delusions and more important
things like where I'm going for
SPRING BREAK. I guess I was right
when I was four afterall, I'm pretty
used to all this monkey business.

Who's
Julie Hall
By Patricia Reilly
There are so many misconceptions about Julie Hall, that I thought it
was about time someone set the record straight. First of all, all of the 55
girls who live here are NOT postulates with the middle name of Prudence. It is true-that we have sisters
living in the building adacent to ours,
but we DON'T get up at 6:30 every
morning to say prayers. Although it
may be a little quieter here than in
the Quad, we DON'T have a vow of
silence on Saturday nights. We are
not required to wear habits, although
a couple of my friends do own black
shirts. Contrary to popular belief,
men ARE allowed in the dorm after

8:00 pm. As a matter of fact, 24 hour
parietals were voted on at the beginning of the year. For those of you
who think Julie Hall is located "off
campus" in Westport, I'll break the
news to you that it can be seen from
Campion. There is a shuttle bus for
those students who don't enjoy the
refreshing morning walk from Julie to
campus.
As with any dorm, Julie has its disadvantages. With a few' improvements, such as making it co-ed, I
could picture it as a desireable place
to live. After all, it's the only dorm on
campus with single rooms. As it* is
now though, if you want a relatively
quiet, female dorm, Julie's the place
for you. Sorry guys.

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.

MINOR

and get a certificate in

LATIN-AMERICAN—
CARIBBEAN STUDIES
RECEPTION: For All Students Interested in
This Program on Tuesday, Feb.
26th in the FACULTY MEETING
ROOM (Adjacent to Faculty Dining Room) from 3:30-5:30.

WINE AND CHEESE WILL BE SERVED
For Additional Information Contact:
PROFESSOR MARIE I. PANICO, Program Director
PROFESSOR BUSS, (Economics)
PROFESSOR DEW, (Politics)
PROFESSOR HODGSON (Sociology) or
PROFESSOR PETRY (History)

Grad Communication
By Frank Szivos
Let me introduce myself to you.
I am Frank Szivos, a Graduate Student in the Corporate and Political
Communications Program (GRADCOMM) at Fairfield University.
Like most GRADCOMM people, I
am one of those crepuscular students who leaves a full-time job at
5:00 P.M. and drives to classes several nights a week. Since most classes are in Xavier Hall in the evening, I
rarely have reason to step beyond
Xavier. I remember a Graduate Student's disturbing words; "You know
in the two years I've been here, I've
never seen this place in the daytime.
And I've never been farther than Xavier Hall."
When I do walk around the campus, I feel like the guy I see every day
on my way to work. I recognize his
face and I might even say hello, but I
never find out his name.
It is that very anonymity that has
inspired this column. GRADCOMM
STUDENTS want someone to know
they are on campus. Through this bimonthly column, I will gradually intro-

duce GRADCOMM to you. I will be introducing here some of the faculty
and students who are writing novels,
plays, stories, articles, scholarly
thesis; learing T.V. production; making films; and studying photography.
The list is as varied and interestingly
diverse as the people.
Perhaps you are surprised even to
hear that there is a graduate school
of communications on campus. If
you are surprised, it's our fault.
We have locked ourselves away in.
the basement of Xavier Hall for the
past few years learning how to communicate with industry, government,
and the world. We have unintentionally overlooked the people closest to
us—the Fairfield University Campus
Community.
There are reasons for our silence
and relative anonymity, of course.
Many of us have full-time jobs, families, and little time to spend on campus other than for classes. We come
and we go inconspicuously, but we
are here. And we would like you to
know more about us throughthis column. Or, come on over to Room #2,
Xavier and pick up a catalogue.

Latino-Americano
By Madeline Croy

program as long as they fulfill two requirements: (1) completion of SpanFairfield has recently established
ish 31-32 or equivalents: (2) complean interdisciplinary program in Latin
tion of 15 additional credit hours of
LACSP courses in at least two disciAmerican-Caribbean Studies as an
plines outside of their Major field.
official minor. To students interested
in Latin America of internationally or- Any interested students should contact Dr. Panico in Canisius 25 and
iented careers, LACSP promises the
development of language and region
the Chairperson of their Major or talk
expertise. An individual certified in
to me, Maddy Croy, a sophomore
such a program would appear desirparticipating in the Program.
able to government and business.
Courses being offered next year
include Latin American History l-ll
Faculty members of different dewith Mr. Petry, Latin American and
' partments who share a specialized
interest in the people of Latin AmerCaribbean Politics with Dr. Dew,
Spanish American Lit. i-ll with Dr.
ica and the CAribbean islands have
Panico, and a spring seminar entitled
come together to shape LACSP. Unthe Cuban Revolution, team-taught
der the enthusiastic direction of Dr.
by Fairfield's own specializing
Marie Panico. LACSP has blossomed
intq, a reality which promises an imscholars.
A reception will be held on Februproved understanding of an expandary 26, from 3:30-5:30 in the Faculty
ing area. Inter-American relations
and concern for the Third World have . Meeting Room (next to Faculty Dining) including a filmstrip and wine
become acute especially since Hisand cheese, where the LACSP propanic-Americans form our fastest
fessors will be present. Hasta la
growing minority.
vista!
All students are eligible for this

You'll be amazed at all
the opportunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
• ExceUent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth—every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify.
Call collect t0

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Corps.
For more information, write:
The Army Nurse Corps.
Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
Fort George G. Meade. MD 20755
Name
Address.

_
Apt..

City, State, ZIP.
Phone

Age
CASS/NERRC

1
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February Blues
laundry right? With your wash tucked
under your left arm and a bottle of
ZUD slung daringly over your shouldYou wake up in the morning to the
er, you approach the washroom asrealization that the growth in the bed
sured that there is a machine anxnext to yours is really your roommate
iously awaiting your arrival because
pretending not hear the alarm. You
after all, it is Monday morning. The
step over the remains of your broken
quiet hallway shines brightly with a
typewriter, rip the sheets off the hudfresh coat of wax and you listen to
dled form in the semi coma condition
your confident step. You open the
and turnpff the alarm. Groping your
door to the washroom and inside it
way towards the door, you stub your
looks like the opening day for the
toe on the carriage return and you
stock market exchange. People are
know deep down inside its going to
shouting, sweating, shoving, presbe one of those days. . .
sing towards the center of the crowd
So what do you do? you ignore this
while jockeying for position and eyalready—too familiar feeling and the
ing their neighbors suspiciously. The
veiled threat to "close the door" and
shouts! the cries! the sickening thud
you continue down the hallway to the
of blunt objects repelling each other
bathroom. Your feet stick to the film
. . . !You close the door and retreat
left over from the last keg, there is no
back down the echoing hallway,
toilet paper because it is Monday
shocked at this display of human
morning and on your way back to the
nature.
room, you expertly avoid a collision
Back once again in the comforting
with a janitor who is pulling a trash
can on wheels behind him. (they race » surroundings of your room, you lose
yourself in the activities of your daily
these clever vehicles on Sundays in
routines. You glance at your calenthe basement of the Campus Center
dar to see if there is anything importCheck Student Services for the
ant on your agenda and wonder motimes.)
mentarily what the word "ecumeniAnyway, once you make it back to
cal" means. Tripping over your carthe room, you decide to do some
By Andrea Vecchiolla

riage return once again, you decide
to put together the typewriter only to
discover that the "E" key is missing.
Panic sets in when you realize that
the term paper due for the day entitled the "Enriching Effects of Vitamin
E." cannot be typed.
You search vainly through the clutter of Twinkie wrappers and dustballs
under the bed. While in the process
of checking the nap of the rug, your
roommate tells you that she found a
"funny black thing" on the floor and
threw it out. Not realizing the blow
that she just struck to your grade 0
point average, she returns placidly to
the task of ironing her tennis shoe
tongues.
A sense of futility sets in with an almost audible bump you've fallen into
the depths of depression. Yes, you're
the victim of February Blues, the
type that follows closely on the heels
of a semester break, a Valentines
card which has a blurred signature
and last night's meal which floated
around mysteriously in a translucent
gravy. So what do you do? If your're
a broken hearted lover who has an
upset stomach and a pile of wash to
do, relax, you're not alone.

Summer Employment
The 1980 Summer Employment Directory of the United States (SED) is a
nation-wide "want ads" section of
summer jobs, according to its editor,
Lynne Lapin. "It takes the leg work
out of hunting for a summer job, and
it helps you look for a job outside the
area which you happen to live or go
to school."
SEP is an annual paperback. This
year it lists 50,000 summer jobs all
over the United States. Each listing
includes job description, pay rates,
working conditions, and a name and
address to write to. Lapin said that
the SED only lists employers who are
actively seeking people to work for
the summer. "That way you don't
waste time and stamps writing to
people just to find out whether or not
they have summer jobs available,"
she said.
"Some of the jobs listed in the
1980 SED even offer college credit,"
Lapin pointed out. "For example,
jobs at summer camps for mentally
and physically handicapped children." For other jobs listed in the directory, Lapin suggested that students ask about practicum credif at
their respective schools. "If you're
in special education, for example,
some of these jobs let you test your
chosen -field and see how well you
like it before you graduate. They also
give you some practical work exper-

IHIII
Miff/

ience to put on your resume when
you apply for your first job after graduation."
"Other, summer jobs listed in the
1980 SED—at national parks or
scenic resort areas—give you the
opportunity to spend the summer at
a place where you'd never go on
your own if you had to pay for it,"
Lapin said. "A summer job at a
resort is a great way to go someplace interesting for the summer and
get paid for being there."
"Lots of jobs listed in the 1980
SED are fairly unusual," Lapin added. "For example, there are river
trips in Colorado, jobs at resorts in
Alaska, and paying positions at summer theaters all over the country.
Several resorts in upstate New York
and some in California are looking for

entertainers, too."
This year for the first time, the
Summer Employment Directory includes listings from huge commercial resorts like Disneyland, Disney
World, several of the Six Flags resorts, Cedar Point in Ohio and Busch
Gardens in Florida. Lapin said that
such resorts employ thousands of
college students each year, as well
as older high school students.
The 1980 Summer Employment Directory of the United States (paperback; $6.95) can be purchased in
most bookstores. It is also available
from the publisher, Writer's Digest
Books, 9933 Alliance Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. Mail orders should
include $1.25 for postage and handling.

THE PLANT & WICKER
OUTLETS
Connecticut House Plant Supermarket Where You
Will Find A Large Selection Of
Houseplants & Wicker Items.

10%
WESTPORT
1835 Post Rd.
259-7840

OFF WITH THIS COUPON
STAMFORD
Town & Country
Shopping Center

DANBURY
Route 7
797-9931

iquor Barrel

Your Hearty Party Center
INFLATION FIGHTERS
NARRAGA NSETT^ACK
it

W/PLASTIC CONTAINER

Catling Black Label 40oz bottle"
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

SIZE

OZ.
OZ.
OZ.
0Z.

By Elaine Fratturo
Room Selection Time has arrived
again and with it some changes in
procedures. On February 1, information was distributed to the students
concerning the changes that have
been made, and those procedures
which remain the same. However,
there has been no explanation as to
why these changes occurred.
The most noticible change is the
"Chosen Roommate Day"which will
take place March 5 between 10:00
am and 3:00 pm for women and
March 6 between 10:00 am and 3:00
pm for men. On these dates, students are required to appear with
their chosen roommates. In previous
yea'rs, students merely requested
their roommates on a form which
was sent to Ms. Phyllis Rogge. The
change this year is prompted by a
desire to cut down on clerical work in
the office and to put more responsibility on the students. Under the old
procedure, one student could request another on the form, while the
second student requested a third
student. These crossed signals had
be cleared up by Ms. Rogge, and
with 1700 students, there were quite
a few mix-ups. Under this new procedure, a student only has to make a
decision by February 20 on where he
,wants to live. He has until Chosen
Roommate Day to decide with
whom. This affords the student an
opportunity to change his mind.
Another change concerns those
students who are hoping to live off
campus next year. In previous years,
students were required to report
their plans to Student Services before Spring Break. This year, the final
date for filling out a Rejease Form is
April 8. This leaves all of Spring
Break for students to sign their leases. Release Forms may be obtained
between Feb. 25 and April 8 at Student Services. Anyone who is still uncertain at this date should see Ms.
Rogge.

The change which probably upset
some students the most is the
clause, "... if your roommate leaves
the residence hall system after being
selected as a roommate, the vacany
is filled by the Housing Office." This
change was made for the sake of
fairness. In previous years, a student
could "reserve" a room for himseir
and his preferred roommate by simply knowing someone who was moving off campus. Of the two students
who were leaving, one would keep
the room and request "Tom". Then
the first student would leave, and
"Tom" could request the roommate,
of his choice and remain in the same
room. This presented an unfair advantage to those students who didn't
have a connection on campus. Last
year, due to these games played by
students, only 10 room were available in Southeast aNd Fareast combined at the time of the Open Lottery.
(The new system requires that students set their priorities. They must
decide between a particular room or
a particular roommate.)
The Housing Office is concerned
with giving the students the room ot
their choice. The Second Lottery, for
the junior and senior classes, was instituted for the sake of filling requests of upperclassmen, if at all
possible. The Classes of '81 and '82
are given priority over those rooms
which open up between the end of
the Open Lottery and the end of the
summer. Then rooms are assigned to
Freshmen. Registration for the Second Lottery is scheduled for April
28 and April 30 with more information coming.
The procedures of the Lottery System are instituted with only one goal
in mind: to be as fair to all the students as is possible. The Housing Office guarantees each student a bed,
and the right to choose a roommate.
However, they must do so in a way
which is equitable and which affords
time to find the spaces needed for
next year's 580 freshmen.

Connolly Meets
With Carter

Anf|, 690 each
Uniy $8.26 case

DELIVERIES DAILY—6 P.M.
Call 2591764
LIQUOR BARREL DEPOSIT CHARGES
12
16
32
7

Room Selection

UNIT PRICE

CARTON DEPOSIT

TOTAL CASE DEPOSIT

.05
.05
.05
.05

.06
.06
.06
.06

$1.26(24)
$1.26 (24)
$ .66(12)
$2.46 (48)

'We Will Accept ONLY CLEAN Bottles & Cans.

Continued From. Page 1
One important difference between
the present survey and the old one is
thet this one is on a computer. The
program was originally designed by
Kevin Piccolo and Kevin Lawler, both
class of '79. Navarro said that FUSA
has already been contacted by representatives of other universities
who are interested in the project and
want to start one like it at their
school.

"We are constantly improving the
program", Navarro added. His goal,
he says, is to make the survey easier
to administrate, more helpful to
students, and less time consuming,
so the results can be out sooner.
FUSA plans to conduct this survey
each semester, making, the results
available in time for students to consult them before course selection
begins for the following semester.
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Cross Sections
Compiled by Kathy Zutell; Photos by Mike Prokop & Colin Kelleher
THIS WEEK'S QUESTION: Are You Happy with President Carter's Handling of
the Iran and Afghanistan Crisis?

Soap
Opera
Syndrome
By Nancy Rupp

NELSON FUSARI: "I don't think+ie
has used enough force in Iran. As for
Afghanistan, I liked his idea of
boycotting the Olympics if the Russians don't pull out. With
Afghanistan, the Russians think they
can do whatever they want; someone has to stop them."

■J. y ■ ;'
TRICIA TINE: "Not really, because
nothing has been done yet. I'd be
happier if the hostages were freed
and the Russians were out."

MIKE "Fuzzy" DiDONATO: "It is
like an arsonist who starts a fire and
then saves a baby from a burning
building. We need TED NOW.

MARY KELLY: "I really don't think
Carter has been firm enough in his
action but I don't think he should
send in any military force. I think that
would be a stupid move."

MAGDA ATHNOSIQS: "I think he is
doing a good job with Iran—diplomatically is the best way to deal with
the problem."

COLIN CAMPBELL: "I think that he
should have acted sooner but that
now he is pursuing the proper
action."

GREG RIEDEL: "Yes, I think that the
time factor has noting to do with it.
He was right in avoiding a quick emotional response that could instigate
other world-wide problems. With recent developments it looks like
things will be resolved to a peaceful
conclusion."

RICHARD SYPEK: "Yes, considering the circumstances,, physical
force cannot be an answer. The only
method which can be followed is
negotiations which undoubtedly is a
time consuming solution. I maintain
faith that he will solve the crisis
without future hardships to either
country."

ANDY McGOWAN: "Up to now, I
think he's doing the best job that he
can. He's concerned about the fifty
Americans held hostage by waiting it
out. He's going to have to get tough
with the Russians in Afghanistan in
the future so they know they can't
push us around."
^

MAUREEN CALLAHAN: "Yes I
think it is good that he used some
restraint but I think it is time he took
some action.

SCOTT MACISCO: "There is nothing he can really do now. All he is
really doing is stopping the Olympic
hopeful's one in a lifetime chance.

JACKIE IACIOFANO: "I don't know
but I think I'll take the Marines."

RAYMOND Dl PAOLA: "Yes I am
He's been accused of hiding from
the issues but- it's better that he
stays in the White House than to go
out-campaigning and wasting taxpayers money."

JOHN MURRAY: "I think he has
done a pretty good job—but I think
he waited too long to decide what to
do. However, on the whole he's doing the best he can."

JANET HECK: "Actually no. I feel
that we should be more forceful. I
feel that we should have registration
for the draft right away—men and
women. The boycott of the Olympics
will do nothing.

KIM CASMER: "I think he is doing
everything in his power and I think
the American public should support
him."

JIM KRISTIE: "No, he's not using
enough force. As for boycotting the
Olympics, it is a stupid move
because it is hurting the people who
have been training for years and the
Russians probably won't even care."

CHRIS HAYES: "So far so good—
especially in light of the breakthrough over the last couple of days.
Carter is handling the situation diplomatically and his calmness will
hopefully bring our fellow Americans
back to Mom's Apple Pie."

KEVIN SKEHAN: "I think he is
handling it well because there is not
much anyone can do. He could have
been more forceful. I think he's doing
a good job as President and I think he
will be re-elected."

Monica who's married to Allan just
had Rick's baby, but he's married to
Leslie and their daughter Laura killed
a lover, married another and was
raped by still another. Confused?
Tune in to General Hospital at 3:00
everday and you'll understand in no
time. It's unbelievable how this stereotyped housewife addiction is
spreading to the girls and even the
guys are age. Why do so many people love Watching these repetitious
slow moving t.v. shows day after
day?
If you really stop to think about
it, soaps are one endless vicious circle throughout the week, each day
builds upon the other until the last
few minutes on Friday. Then you are
left hanging and wondering until
Monday when half of your questions
will be half answered until the following Friday; and so it goes on. Some
people even cut sixth period on Fridays to see what exciting new event
will happen. Then as the weekend
moves on everyone wages bets and
predictions as to what will happen on
Monday. You can be sure that everyone will be gatered at 3:00 with
freshly popped popcorn anxiously
awaiting results.
One reason why we can relate to
soaps is that they deal with, many
real life problems. Divorce, abortion,
rape, love affairs and death are just a
few. However, the way that they go
about it is quite exaggerated. Has
one character ever gone through a
few weeks with a tragedy occurring
in their lives? Put yourself in Laura
Baldwin's shoes and tell me that you
would want to go on living. She has
an affair with David Hamilton killed
him, and as a result her mother covered it up and went to jail. Then she
started to fall in love with Scotty,
found him .with Bobby and crashed
her car. Finally after the longest
drawn out period, Scotty and Laura
were married. She was happy for
awhile and then began work at the
disco where she was raped by her
Mafia member boss and is now a
member of the Mafai herself. These,
chain of events are a little hard to believe but they take so long to occur
that you do not realize all that happens to one character.
I'll never forget the most exciting
day on GENERAL HOSPITAL, the
election of Mitch Williams. Ray Deluca shot Mitch, didnt' kiU him but
was killed in the end by his Mafia
friends. Screams echoed throughout
the dormitory halls as Roy staggered
down the escalator being shot like a
moving targer. When he finally made
it to the sidewalk, who drives up? but
Bobby and Luke. What a coincidence! Just to see Bobby holding her
dying fiance would have brought anyone to tears. This is certainly an
■ everyday occurrence that we all can
relate to. Sometimes if you listen to
your own comments about the characters you'd realize how involved
you can get. Did you ever catch yourself saying, "Oh I hate her, I can't
believe all that she's done!" You
don't know these people, but you still
feel anger frustration and even
sadness
How many of you cried when Joe
Reilly of ONE LIFE TO LIVE died? I
guess he accomplished all that he
could in the "one life", and is now
reincarnated and living in "ANOTHER WORLD" It's all'make believe but there is always one character or situation that we can relate to.
Some people even find solutions to
their problelms by tuning into these
soaps. I have tp confess, I'm addicted and can't wait to see all that is
going to happen. But you have to admit, soaps are kind of ridiculous.
All I can say is I can't wait until
tomorrow to see the christening of
Allan Jr. Turn on those tubes and
start popping the popcorn.
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Arts & Entertainment
New Black Eagle Jazz Band: Rags To Riches
By Michael DellaFave
BACK. BACK. BACK. Bourbon
Street, the '20s—when jazz was
king. In the speak-easy atmosphere
of the Oak Room traditional jazz enthusiasists reminisced to the music
of The New Black Eagle Jazz Band, a
Boston based septet that rates
among the top exponants of the early
New Orleans style jazz.
Beginning with a rousing 'When I
Grown Too Old To Dream' the jovial
Stan MacDonald displayed his
mastery of the clarinet and captivated the audience with a stunning
sax solo in 'Roses Are Prickety'. Bob
Pillsubry's keyboards were pervasive, but ever so evident in the
'Ragtime Nightengale". The few
Fairfield students in attendance
made their presence known by accepting an invitation to dance to
Joplin's 'Sensation' (a rendition the
master would have been proud of).
Those who boogied displayed an im-

provisational style equal to that of
the band... .
The two and one half hour performance concluded, appropriately
enough, with 'Early Hours', with no
intimation of an encore. As with the
early jazz musicians, theirs is a dual
existence, sharing a list of daytime
occupations. Pete Bullis, the banjo
player, is an architect by day. The
agile pianist, Bob Pillsbury, is a
clinical psychologist. When he's not
playing the trombone Stan Vincent is
president of an ad agency and Eli
Newberger, the absent bassist,
(replace by Don Kenny), is a pediatrician. Stan MacDonald, handling the
sax, clarinet and spokesman responsibilities, referred to their taxing
schedule in a joking manner but was
quite serioDs in saying that the band
has built such an ardent following
that they are considering music as a
full time career.
The NBEJB's repertoire of

American music covered the expense of Joplin to Ellington—rags,
spirituals, marches, blues and pop,
with a scrupulous preference for the
unfamiliar which made for a
refreshing musical experience. But
despite their bid for the authentic
New Orleans jazz sound their music
lapsed into modernity at time, deviod
of the raspy, spontaneous aire that
made the original music so distinctive.
Enchancing the casual, laid back
atmosphere of the evening was the
caberet style set up. Under the direction of Greg Blair and an efficient
crew of attendents the sale of wine,
beer and cheeseboards ran smoothly and orderly. A new dimension in
Oak Room entertainment that will
hopefully set a precedent.
The Eagle soared befored an appreciative audience Fairfield's first
jazz caberet event was a smashing
success.

Left: The New Black Eagle Jazz Band as featured at Fairfield University
on Feb. 15. Above: Stan MacDonald captivates the audience.
(Photos by Ed DiPaola)

Attention
By Janine LaMedica
and Donna Sicuranza
The purpose of the Arts and Enter. tainment section is not only to review
and inform, it must also act as a literary outlet for the students of Fairfield University. .It is for this reason
that we, the new co-editors of the

"SNOWBALL SPECIALS
HEADQUARTERS"

The Other Corner

wines & liquors

Call Chris

740 Fairfield Beach Rd, Fairfield, Ct.
Across From Nautilus

The Stride Cafe
Now Open 7 Days A Week
Come On Down And Try Our Drafts
Serving Heineken, Bass Ale, Tuborg &
Old Milwaukee On Tap

Thursday Nite Is HAPPY NITE
25$ DRAFTS 941
Friday—Join F.A.C.* Today
BUY YOUR CARD FROM "FAB the BARTENDER'

Fri. & Sat Nite-Rock With "CHAMIEL"

SATURDAY 12-5 oC/Mumrrc
SUNDAY 12-5 25$ DRAFTS
* WATCH FOR OUR SPECIALS*
*FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB 2-6

THE SURFSIDE CAFE
10 PINE CREEK AVENUE

259-9091

Record Reviews
By Peter Vouras
RATING SYSTEM:
*- poor
"■■fair
***- good
****- excellent
PAT BENATAR:
"IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT"
(Chrysalis) ***1/2
Move over Deborah Harry, Pat's
here. This brilliant debut album from
rocks hottest new singer is on its way
up the charts and moving fast. New
wave rockers like "Heart-breaker",
and "No You Don't" deliver with full
intensity the vocal ability of Pat.
Rounding out this vinyl masterpiece
are the melodic ballads that Pat does

so well. Remakes of John Cougar's,
"I Need a Lover", and Alan Parson's
"Don't Let It Show", are sung better
than the original versions. Selected
cuts: "In the Heat of the Night"
"X-rated", and "Heartbreaker".
TOTO:
"HYDRA"
(Columbia) **1/2
This second album by Toto is a
dissapointing one. Although there
are some strong cuts such as, "All
us Boys", and "White Sister", most
are cacaphonous and disjointed. All
the musicians of Toto are excellent
in their own right and it seems a
shame that they can't produce an
album of equal merit. Maybe their
next one will be better.

Arts and Entertainment section, are
making an appeal.
We need artists, photographers,
poets, and story-tellers to give our
section originality and creativity. If
you have any talent you would like toshare with us, please submit it to
either box 996, or box 1829.
PINK FLOYD
"THE WALL"
(Columbia) ****
A classic. This Pink Floyd album is
by far the best they have ever come
out with. It takes the intricacy of
"Dark side of the Moon" and the
craftsmanship of "Animals" and
combines them to an ultimate
crescendo of musical perfection.
"The Wall" tells a story about a man
who builds himself a wall to protect
him from the outside world. It must
be listened to to really appreciate
this colosus of music. A definite
Grammy winner. Buy it as soon as
possible.
Selected cuts: "Another Brick in
the Wall", "Comfortably Numb",
"Hey You", and "Goodbye Blue
Sky", (there's a secret message
here if you play the track backwards)
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Get Hit With Snowball!
By Janine LaMedica
Yes Fairfield, it's that time again!
Now that we've survived the trials
and tribulations of Harvest and Sadie
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Hawkins, be prepared to start over
with Snowball to be held this Friday
night, February 22nd! So c'mon girls,
get your Yentes talking, and guys,
keep an ear on the grapevine!
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The gala festivities will be held in
the cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The theme of the dance is "When
The Daylight Comes," but any
sunrise parties will have to be planned by the participants themselves.
The dress code is semi-formal, and
the tickets are $8.50 a couple in addition to the B you have to BYG of. The
band sharing the celebration is High
Times. An unidentified source said of
this band, "They're good. They
played at a dance in Simsbury
once!"
Tickets for Snowball went on sale
February 19th, so c'mon Fairfield,
don't get stuck outside in the snow,
get stuck inside at Snowball!

Agents Of Fortune

By Paul Miller
On Tuesday night, February 12th,
Blue Oyster Cult appeared at the
Capitol Theatre in Passaic, New
Jersey. The band, which consists of
Eric Bloom on lead vocals and
rhythm guitar, Donald Roeser on
lead guitar and vocals, Joe Bouchard
on bass, Albert Bouchard on drums,
and Alan Lanier on keyboards, came
out in its usual explosive form opening with "Dominance and Submission." "Dr. Music," a cut from their
latest album followed, but the full
energy of the band, coupled with that
of the crowd, wasn't apparent until
the fourth selection, "Cities on
Flame," when a dazzling combination of lights, flashboxes, and

By Janine LaMedica

shooting sparks lit the stage. The excitement continued throughout the
playing of "E.T.I.," "Astronomy,"
and "M.E. 262," a song written about
the fears of a World War II bomber
pilot.
Eric Bloom then captivated the audience with his dramatic tale of a
creature called "Godzilla," and the
crowd erupted as Albert Bouchard
donned a Godzilla-head during his
unbelievable drum solo, which was
accompanied by overpowering
strobe lights. The rest of the band,
then returned td the stage to play a
crowd favorite, "Hot Rails To Hell,"
and then closed the set with,
perhaps their best effort, Steppenwolf's "Born To Be Wild."-

Oscar Pix

Before I say anything, I have a
confession to make. Dustin Hoffman
is my favorite actor and always has
been. It is for this reason that I knew I
could say nothing bad about his
latest flick Kramer vs. Kramer. After I
saw the movie, however, I noticed
that Hoffman's acting ability was not
the only noteworthy aspect of this
movie.
Kramer vs. Kramer is a touching
story about getting a divorce, fighting
for custody of the children, and most
important, learning how to handle the

child without the other parent. The
situation, in this case, is slightly
altered. Dustin Hoffman plays Ted
Kramer, an advertising genius who
has a head for photography, but not
for family. The up and coming Meryl
Streep brilliantly protrays Joanna
Kramer, his insecure and distraught
wife. She leaves her husband
because of her lack of identity and
the inability to convey this need to
her husband. The story starts here.
Left with an eight year old child he
barely knows, Ted Kramer begins his
struggle to combine his advertising
career and his new-found second

Check It Out...
MOVIES: Community Theater I & II, Fairfield; l—'Crusin' (Al
Pacino); II—'Last Married Couple'; Friday thru Sunday,
'Ouadrophenia.'
Fine Arts Theaters, Westport; I—'Chapter II' (Mason/Caan);
II— 'Krammer Vs. Krammer'- (Dustin Hoffman/Meryl Streep)
Whalley Theater, New Haven; 'Ouadrophenia' now playing; 'Rust
Never Sleeps' Thursday-Sunday, (Neil Young Fans!); 'Rocky Horror
Picture Show', Friday thru Sunday at midnight.
PLAYS: Fairfield University Playhouse; 'Jacques Brel is Alive and
Well and Living In Paris' (2/22-23, 2/27-29, 3/1)
American Shakespeare Theater, Stratford; 'Beatlemania'

(2/20-2/24)
Long Wharf Theater, New Haven; 'Mary Barnes' thru 3/23; 'The
Caretaker' thru 4/20
CLUBS: Barnaby's, University Square, Bridgeport;
Friday—Crayons; Saturday—Simms Brother's Band.
Toad's Place, New Haven; 2/23 Crayons; 2/24 Pousette Dart; 2/25
Edgar Winter.
AT FAIRFIELD U: 2/22 "Snowball"; 2/23 SEC Post Game
Party, (Oakroom after the game) Stags vs: lona (7:30 in Gym).

TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION JEWELRY & T-SHIRTS
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
• OVER "1500" USED RECORDS PRICED
FROM $1 to $3

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
57 UNQU0WA RD
FAIRFIELD
Z55-J.OOO
(Near Community Theater)
MaaaMAaaaaM

The crown roared at deafening
levels until the band re-appeared to
play "O.D.ed On Life Itself," and
then finished the night with their
most commercially successful song^
"Don't Fear The Reaper."
The concert lasted about one hour
and forty minutes, with the crowd
making its appreciation known with
several standing ovations throughout
the show. The sound system was
superb, with even the piano and
organ being clearly audible. The
volume was quite loud, yet not
overbearing, and the talented band
truly maintained their reputation as
one of the best heavy-metal rock
bands around today through this
four-star performance.

HOURS
Mon-Sat
10-6
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career; fatherhood. The movie takes
us through many heartwarming ups
and downs between a lather and
son. We see Ted Kramer go from a
bumbling, klutzy parent to super dad.
The relationship becomes as solid as
rock when, re-enter the villainess:
mother.
After finding her identity and a
new job, Joanna Kramer returns to
retrieve her lost child. She fights her
husband inside and outside the court
room, but the viewer is shown two
amazingly sensitive people who still
feel deeply for each other and their
son.
A special honarable mention goes
to Justin Henry who plays the eight
year old torn between two parents.
This child one of the most gifted
youngsters I've seen in a while. His
performance is perfectly complemented by stunning performances by Jane Alexander, Meryl
Streep, and, of course, Dustin Hoffman. In my opinion, Kramer vs.
Kramer is destined for an Oscar for
best picture, and Hoffman will probably grab the award for best actor.
You can bet your life this critic will
keep her eyes peeled when the big
night comes!

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

Above is next week's feature artist, Dave Mason. He will appear in F.U.'s
gym next Thursday night at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available in the Campus Center for $6.50 to University Students (limit two per person) and
$7.50 to all others. You won't disagree, it'll be a great show!

Happy Hour
By Suzanne Begley
and Lisa Melillo
Move over Friday afternoon club!
Fairfield -U. has recently discovered
a new setting for those long awaited
Friday afternoons. Just hop onthe
shuttle into town and get off at the
first stop—Scenario's. From 4:30 to
6, Scenario's officially sets the mood
for a typical F.U. weekend with its
now famous "happy hour". Matt Semien, Scenario's host, provides his
customers with dollar drinks, bottled

Sfc/nflgy-rl

beer and drafts, along with free hors
d'oeuvres. The restaurant provides a
nice atmosphere for mingling,
whether to rehash the week's events
or to make plans for the upcoming
weekend. If the mood strikes, one
can move into the dining room, and
choose from a variety of selections
the menu offers.
The next time any of you Fairfield
"lushes" feel the urge to celebrate
the start of a new weekend in a
sophisticated style, remember Friday afternoons at Scenario's.

Call Days Evenings
& Weekends

101 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, CT. 06511

(a5ag Educational Center Ltd.

CLASS BEGINS

MARCH 3—5:30 PM
TAPE FACILITIES FOR REVIEW PURPOSES
CLASS FOR APRIL 19 LSAT EXAM
BEGINS 3/5—5:30 PM
BRANCH AT 800 SILVER LANE, E. HTFD.

568-7927
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 193?
For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Fairfield Wine
and Liquor
1431 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONN.

FREE DELIVERY-FRIDA Y&SA TURD A Y
259-9537
CALL BY 6:00 PM

TAKE THE SHUTTLE AND STOP BY
yoooooooooooooceoonoooooooooeoooooooooooooooooeocoooaonaoooooooooooooooi i
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Letters
To the Editor:
Washington January 23—President Carter in his address stated,
"we have to preserve the lives of the
American hostages and to seek in
every possible way their safe release." Today is February 14th and
fifty Americans have been held hostage for 101 days and nothing has
been done. I understand that being a
democratic country we have to exhaust every other possible way to obtain our hostages before using
military force; they why were economic sanctions not placed on Iran if
not feasible after one day, after one
week? Numerous medical reports indicate that hostages suffer emotional and psychological disorders
after ten days of captivity. Hence in
my opinion fifty American normal live
are already lost!
President Carter in his address

continues to say, "If the American
hostages are harmed, a severe price
will by payed." The President never
says, "this is what we the United
States are going to do". Therefore
this crisis continues indefinitely even
after American journalists were expelled from Iran; you tell me why
even after another piece of wood
was thrown on the fire the President
still says "if"?
Simultaneously due to the United
States lack of immediate action,
Russia decided to invade Afganistan,
and still the expression "if" continues now in relation to the Olympics. There is no time to sitback and
ponder. It is time for the United
States to stand up and be counted.
The United States is being manipulated like a marionette as the result
of a do-nothing President. Carter's
revitalized draft system coincides

with his ongoing "if" policy. I see no
reason whey we should wait any
longer when the entire free world is
in jeopardy. In the past, like now, the
United States is the free world and
the only country who has the power
to maintain, strengthen, and preserve democracy. However after
President Carter's State of the Union
Address I like millions of Americans,
question how much power the United
States really has. In my opinion
Carter lacks the ability to make a nation of threatened people feel secure, a feeling which is vital to the
preservation of democracy.
Denise Mattei
To The Editor
The main theme of the article
"Malaise of Leadership" is that
PresidentCarter lacks leadership. As

citizens of this country, there
is nothing we believe in more than
the importance of the individual. We
scorn big monopolistic businesses
which crush the common person,
and abhor the fact of getting ' 'caught
up in the system" We place
numerous restrictions on the office
of president in fear of it becoming a
dictatorship. The very essence of
democracy is the ability to exercise
our rights to promote change. But,
too often we become apathetic. It is
at this point that we long for leadership to relieve our burden. We then
want the president and high members of government to expend
endless amounts of leadership and
strength to bring out country to
heights of perfection. This is
nonsense. True leadership is not
tyrannical. It should bring the people
to an awareness of their strengths

A career in law
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 3,000 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26

The
Institute
for
Paralegal ®
Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

operated by Para-legal, Inc.

Approved by the American Bar Association.

and powers as individuals and
citizens. A president cannot solve
each crisis for us; yet, we expect him
to reduce inflation, keep peace and
solve the energy crisis. Instead of
following aimlessly in the power of a
"strong president", we should be in
the position to confront politics as a
united nation and reassess our
values as people. I feel President
Carter stands for this ideal. Flexibility
and peaceful idealism should not be
mislabeled as "wishy-washy". He
has awoken America up to the
realities of this world without abandoning idealism.
He has encouraged more concern
for the environment, and although
his energy policies have been indecisive, he has brought the country
to a better realization of the need to
conserve the energy which will soon
be exhausted. These concerns have
spurred Americans to think about
other problems facing the world.
In hindsight of the Afghanistan and
Iranian crises, it is seen that a bold,
military leader would have surely
worsened the situation. Granted,
thusfar, there are no improvements
concerning the hostages. But this is
'when it is especially important to
have a leader who will not solely
react upon the emotions of us as an
uninformed people. Thought, time
and consultation is extremely important.
In face of these realities, and
idealistic president is needed to
^counteract the public cynicism. I do
^not belive Carter is "hiding behind
the flag". Failure should not be explicitly placed upon the government's shoulders. Instead, we
should not hide behind govvernmental inadequacies, but regaina belief
in our system and our power in it.
Sincerely,
Diana Filiano
■To the Editor'
I 'd like to use this space to let Thomas Paine know that I've been "stimulated" by this article which appeared in the Mirror, last week. Specifically, I'd iike to respond to his comment
that he wondered why we don't have
a "President to replace Father Fitzgerald." I see no need for such a
comment, because if Mr. Paine will
only open his eyes and look around,
he'll be sure to see Fr. Kelley, S.J.
No, Fr. Kelley hasn't replaced Fr.
Fitzgerald any more than I'd expect
one individual to completely fill the
void left by one before him. In the
sense of job duties, I see no evidence of neglect or incompetence
on Fr. Kelley's part, and would say
without hesitation that Fr. Kelley is in
fact doing his job as Fr. Fitzgerald's
successor.
Further, If Mr. Paine was speaking
in terms of an active President,
please don't bother. If Mr. Paine himself attends home basketball games,
he'll see Fr. Kelley. Time and time
again, I've seen or heard of Fr. Kelley actively present among the students; the Christmas Celebration,
last week's jazz concert, even walking around the Campus Center during the class days, always willing to
talk to anyone. Ask the beach residents who have had Fr. Kelley down
to their houses on Sunday to say
Mass for them. We don't have Fr. Fitzgerald and we don't have someone
trying to be him either. We have a
wonderful man doing what he does
so well—being himself.
I applaud your efforts to stimulate
interest by taking an active part
yourself, Mr. Paine, but please by all
means, tgry to be a little less ambiguous and a little more accurate.
Sincerely,
Jay Ricci '82
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Classified
JOBS FOLLOWED BY CARD NO. CAN BE FOUND IN
COUNSELING CENTER CARD FILE. THESE CLASSIFIEDS
CAN BE UTILIZED BY ANYONE WISHING TO ADVERTISE
HELP WANTED, ROOMATES NEEDED, THINGS FOR SALE,
SERVICES PROVIDED, ETC. PLEASE WRITE TO BOX 1537 IN
ORDER TO PLACE AD.
HELP WANTED:
SEVERAL jobs available at Stamford
Marriot Hotel. See couseling for
more information. Card 311
WORK on Saturday until end of
school then possibility of summer
work for food vending truck driver.
Card 312
WAITERS/WAITRESSES, exp. nee,
afternoon or eve hours flexible. Also
needs maintenance personnel. For
local country club. Card 314
PERSON to prepare evening meal for
family Westport M-Thrus 4 -7 Car
necess. $4 pr hr. Lite housekeeping
appreciated, Card 262
HELP in elementary math for grade
4-8 Card PT 263
CLERICAL work for warehouse in
Bpt. noon-5 pm. Mon-Fri. Card PT
264
SOMEONE who can write well to
work at home doing research Sal
Nego. Card PT 265

PART time aid in nursery school M-F
1-5pm Card 260 (Sal nego)
STOCK boy for Southport store Card
261
WAITRESS wanted to serve hors
d'ouerves during cocktail hours, 3-7
pm M-F at local Hotel, uniform provided, $3.25 per hr. Card 223
BABYSIT and fix dinner & lite
housekeep. 3 days per week 3-8 pm
Car necess. Card 224
PERMANENT part time orderly for
Milford Hosp three days per wk. hrs,
7 am to 3 pm $3.98 per hr. card 226
HEALTH center needs bilinqual student, Card 229
SECURITY guard Mid-8 am. Not full
week Possibility of.training for conultant in Alcohol unit Card 230
WESTPORT YMCA has several volunteer positions and paid positions
(one for guitar instruction) for Details
Card 231

STORES INDV. OWNED
• FAIRFIELD CENTER, FFLD.
• 1086 BROAD ST., B'PORT
• 1282 STATE ST., B'PORT
• W00LC0CNTR., ORANGE
• CALDOR CNTR., DERBY
• POST RD. & RT. 77. GUILFORD

WINE & LIQUOR SALE
THESE PRICES ARE BASED ON A
MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $60 OR A
MIXED CASE OF THE SAME SIZE
SERLIN BEATS INFLATION!
•
•
•
•

3/4L NO NAME VODKA 86°
3/4 NO NAME GIN 80°
3/4L NO NAME RUM 80°
3/4L PERKI0 LIEBFRAUMILCH

|KEG BEER ALWAYS IN

$3.93
$3.93
$4.34
$2.49
STOUKJ

SALE ENDS 2/29/80
NOT RESP. FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

TIN
WHISTLE
CAFE
Westport's Irish Pub
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday-Saturday
February 27
MAGIC NIGHTVentriloquist — Magician

February 28
KINCORA
Irish Music

February 29 & March 1
AIR MAIL SPECIAL
Jazz, Original

■ i * r l n i i

'

Tuesday

' ■

Dart (Throwing) Competition

SERVING

"50 Imported Beers"
616 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT

226-7664

KITCHEN help for Angus Rest. Hrs
flex, no exper. necess. $2.91 per hr.
Card 237
GENERAL fact work 7 am to 5:30 4
days wk. $3.01 per hr. Card
CAFETERIA aid to supervise children,
while in cafeteria at local Ffld School
Card PT 239
SECURITY officer and security
supervisor with drivers license, car,
good verbal and writing skills T. W.
Thurs. 8:30-4:30 pm Card 278
TELEPHONE sales for Stamford
Sears Mon-Fri 5-9 pm Card 280
TEMPORARY job for two Sat in
Southport unpacking cartons $25 per
day Card 281
SALES rep with car. Good job for
women commission for selling advertising. Days, hrs flex, great earning
potential for pt work. Card 283
PART time help needed at Ed Mitchells in Westport Card 284
SNACK bar in Campus Center needs
help Tues & Thurs. 11 am to 1 pm
Card 285
OFFICE work with mailing list for
publisher of small growing publication in health care eval. Some typing
Card 288
HOUSECLEANING one day per
week. Must have car Ffld Locat.
Card PT 274
NURSES aides for Convalescent
Home in Norwalk Card PT 275
PART time work for person majoring
in library science to work in Gov't
Dept Card PT 276
LIGHT typing, ans. phone cashier
Mon, Tues 8-5, Thurs 3-8, Fri 5-8 Sat
9-5 for Ffld. bus. Card. PT 277
MOTHERS helper for 4 afternoons
per wk. Must have car for at least 2
afternoons, Room-Board possibility
Card PT 270
PART time help for Research Co. In
Westport. Hrs, flex, typing useful
Familarity with computers a plus
Card PT 271
VOLUNTEERS to do cataloguing and
research possibly in conjunction with
history or art major Card PT 272
DRIVER needed Mon, Tues, Thurs for
10 min trip. $15 per week Card 258
PERMANENT p.t. job as cashier &
store help 3 to 6 or 9 pm Card PT 245
NIGHT guard, mid-8 am. Fri & Sat.
nites, Starting pay $4.10 up to $5.79
Card PT 246
BRIDGEPORT bank needs file clerk.
M-F 4-9 pm and Messenger License
necess. M-F 4-9:30 pm Sal above
min wage Card 248

GOODWILL of Bpt needs help in
several areas, for info. Check Card
289 (min wage)
LIVE-IN week of April 18-26 2 boys 9
& 11, no housekeeping, simple cooking Car avail for commute to school
Card PT 290
OPENINGS for swimming instructors
and life guards at Norwalk YMCA
Card PT 291
COMPANION .for elderly lady on
weekends own room and bath no
work help with lite cooking. Card PT

292
RECEPTIONIST, switchboard oper.
no typing, $4.50 per hrs. hrs flex.
Card PT 293
HOUSEWORK one day per week own
transp. Sal nego. Card 294
ACCT student to do bookkeeping on
a pt basis Card PT 295
EXPERIENCED pict framing craftsman or will train pt or full time Card
PT296
WAITRESS and bartender needed for
May 17 wedding, 1 -6 pm Card PT 297
ONE or two men to work pt. to help
with furn delivery $3.50 per hr. 5 or 6
days pt. Card PT 298
TWO people for third shift weekends
at Service Station on Merritt Parkway
Card PT 299
DISPATCHER for serv men. 20 hrs
per wk. Thurs, Fri. eves all day Sat.
$3.12 per hr Card 251
PART time telephone work for large
pharmacy supplier in STamford, Sal
Nego. Card 267
__
PART time cost acct. to work M-F 3-4
hrs. flex, gd job for two or three jr.
actt. majors, Sal. D.O.E. Card 269

STOCK boy pt. now FT during summer basic knowledge of boat equip a|
plus. Card PT 300
LIGHT housekeeping and babysitting I
5 days per week. 2pm-5pm. Fix din-|
ner. Own tranps. Card PT 302
TELEPHONE proxy solicitations!
weekdays from 4 pm to 8:30 pm in |
Greenwich, $4 per hr. Card PT 301
HOSTESS for local rest. 10-15 hr perl
week. Hrs, flex, min wage. Card PT|
303
PART time warehouseman; clean,
lite manuf. $4 per hr. 10-20 hrs perl
week. Good working environments,"
Card 304
TEMPORARY help with moving,
Card, 309
WORKER with driver's license tol
work for blueprint co. Occas|
deliveries, Will train Card 310
SERVICES PROVIDED
TYPING done at home. Fee nego. Ex-I
tensive typing exper. scholastic, bus!
and pulbications Call Sue Aft 3 pm|
weekdays 335-3409
PEOPLE needed to supervise clean!
up amusement arcade in Westport.I
$3.25 per hr. noon-5:30 ahd|
weekends. Card 254
ROOM & BOARD
ROOM and board in exchange forl
child care & housekeeping. Mustl
have driver's license. Pool, tennis,
sauna available. Card PT313.
PERMANENT infant care. Three days!
per week. Days hrs flex. Poss room|
and board Card 234
MOTHER'S helper, lite housework, 41
days per week ex. Car necessary|
Card 236
^ U.S. License #628

MONO
We Want It!
STUDENTS URGENTLY
NEEDED FOR IMPORTANT
NEW PROJECT.
You may qualify for this
plasma donation program if:
1

You have had MONO in the
past 8 weeks.
You are otherwise in good
health.
You are 18 or older & reliable.

THIS PROGRAM WILL BE FINANCIALLY
REWARDING IF YOU QUALIFY.
For details & an appointment call:

366-3244
COLUMBIA BI0L0GICALS
60 KATONA DRIVE, FAIRFIELD, CONN.

EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE =
EMPLOYMENT
As a college student or graduate you probably realize that a good education
alone may not be enough to get you a job. What most employers are seeking in
addition to academics is experience, and that's where CPI can help. In the
business world, CPI's 6 month computer programming course is the equivalent,
of up to a full year's "on the job" experience. Experience that adds a very
marketable skill to invaluable education. Did you know that more than 80% of all
CPI programming graduates have some college background? And that 40%
have four year degrees. That's education & experience. Oh yes, of 232 "degreed"
programmers, 219 or 94.4% secured positions with outstanding area companies. Want more information? We have free data processing seminars every
Wednesday from 2:00-4:00 p.m., and Saturday from 10:00 a.m.—1:00 p.m. Or call:

COMPUTER PROCESSING INSTITUTE
830 Broad Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut

366-3846
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Comics
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1 Part of TNT
4 Despot
8 "
Again,
Naturally"
13 Bandleader Fields
14 Prefix meaning sun
15 Short putt
16 It's above the
epaules
17 "The Odyssey," e.g.
18 Pizzeria fixtures
19 Mr. Clapton
20 Too-too clever
21 Grammatical symbol,
for short
22 Portable sunshade
24 Zeta's neighbor
25 Something to make
of oneself
28 After alma, p1a, or
dura
30 Ghostlike
31 Cosmetician Lauder
32 Aeschylus, Euripides, et al. (2 wds.)
37 Prevention unit
38 City in central
Spain
39 Wars upheld
40 Congressional act of
1941
45 Bando or Mineo

46 Red dyes
47 Embarrass
50 Half of former TV
duo
52 Henry or McHenry
53 Cartoon character,
Mr.
54 Circle dance
55 Quantity in a
quincunx
56 Actor Richard, and
family
57 Like Frere Jacques
58 "Country" Slaughter
59 Comedienne Martha,
, and family
60 Blockhead
61 Kojak and Columbo
(abbr.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9 Output from
Vesuvius
10 "The Mikado," e.g.
11 Impossible cribbage
hand
12 Traps
13 Sheldon's "In His

23 Gave financial
backing
26 Depart
27 Had prime
responsibility
28 Military "fruit
salad"
29 "
Lay Dying"
32 Floating cobweb
33 Turnip variety
34 Famous World War II
plane (2 wds.)
35 Business subject,
DOWN
for short
Beat
(be
36 Fabulous place or
exonerated)
car (2 wds.)
Put out, 1n
41 Famous tower
baseball
42 Consecrate
Drug-yielding plant 43 Automatic control
of South America
systems, for short
Sight from Califor- 44 Senator Kefauver
nia's Rte. 1 (abbr.) 48 Unit of loudHollow and deep
ness
Dismounted
49 Adam's brother
50 Neighbor of Sudan
1978 baseball MVP
51 King of the road
on
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My Favorite Jokes
by Joe Caruso
I get no respect. The other day I bought some rat poison. The girl goes,
"You want me to wrap it up—or are you going to eat it here?"'
I know I'm ugly—/ stuck my head out of the window and got arrested for
MOONING!
I took up sky diving, so my wife bought me a parachute that opens on
impact!
I walked into my psychiatrist's office and he asked me if I liked girls, I
went, "Huh?" He put me down as a deaf homosexual.
Last week I was in rough shape. I saw my doctor and told him everyday I
wake up and look in the mirror, I want to throw up, what's wrong with me?
He said "/ don't know, but your eyesight is perfect!"
My first girlfriend's name was Sally. Was that a girl—was that a girl. That's
what people kept asking.
I never have any luck with girls. I bought an inflatable girl—/ got her
pregnant.
I'll never get girls. Last week I had a blind date. I mean I've seen fat girls
before, but this girl was ridiculous. She was so fat that when she goes
jogging she leaves a trail of potholes. When she graduated high school, her
picture was continued on the next page! This girl was fat and ugly. She was
so ugly that when she goes, to the bank, they turn off the cameras.
My wife goes to me the other day "You know, someday you are going to
drive me to my grave." / had the car out in 2 seconds.
You know my daughter, is full of smart answers. I told her to wait till after
she got married, then she can have sex. She told me, "Then what are you
waiting for?"
The other day my wife told me she wants to have sex in the back seat of
the car—and she wants me. to drive!
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Politics Of Today
Carter In Perspective
By Tom Callahan
In 1976, former Governor of Georgia Jimmy
Carter traveled extensively around the country
calling for then President Gerald Ford to come
out and debate the issues. Now in 1980, it is
Ted Kennedy who is challenging President
Carter to come out of the Rose Garden and
face him in a debate.
Mr. Carter, relishing the role of incumbent
this time around, has repeatedly stated that
"when the hostages are released I will resume
normal campaigning." Despite this stay at
home strategy, Carter has been very effective
in running his campaign by using various political surrogates in key states. His isolation,
however, has by no means been total because
during the last two months the President has
issued major speeches and has held various
forums and news conferences. He has made
his positions on the issues clear.
The issue in the forefront in the past few
months has been foreign policy. Iran,
Afghanistan, and the Soviet Union have
become a major campaign focus. During the
past week, the President has supported the formation of a commission of inquiry to investigate alleged crimes during the Shah's
regime, thus inching ever closer to a possible
resolution of the hostage crisis.
Concerning Afghanistan, it has been Mr.
Carter's position that we should do everything
possible, through peaceful means, to convince
the Soviet Union that their actions have been

unacceptable and will not be tolerated. It is for
this reason that the President has supported an
embargo on grain and high technology equipment, a boycott of the Moscow Olympics, and
the registration of draft-age youth in this country.
President Carter has proposed a 5% increase in defense spending and has stated that
he would strongly oppose any attempt to cut
his proposal while indicating he might not be
averse to a movement to further increase
defense spending.
Despite the difficulties in world affairs that
he faces today, the President has had some of
his greatest political triumphs in the area of
foreign policy. During his administration,
Carter has signed SALT II, although it has all
but died in Congress, negotiated a peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel, and normalized relations with China.
At home the President hasn't been as successful. The two major areas of concern during
Carter's administration have been inflation and
energy and both (rave been the basis of heavy
criticism during_the last three years. Inflation
has nearly doubled since Mr. Carter took office
and although he has formulated a comprehensive energy policy, he has failed in getting the
proposal through Congress. The result is the
nation suffers without a sense of direction or
leadership in energy matters.
The President, however, has had some success in domestic affairs. He has created more
than 9 million new jobs and lowered the

POLL
1. Do you agree with the President's recent proposal to reinstate draft registration for 19-20
year olds?
Agree 74%
Disagree 20%
No opinion 6%
2. Do you approve of the way the President has handled the crisises in Iran and Afghanistan?
Approve 58%
Disapprove 34%
No opinion 8%
Would you favor an American boycott of the Olympic Games in Moscow this summer?
Ves 48%
No 48%
No opinion 4%
How would you rate President Carter's performance on domestic issues during his presidency?
Good 6%
Fair 58%
Poor 34%
No opinion 2%
If the election were held today who would you vote for?
REPUBLICANS
DEMOCRATS
Anderson
8%
Brown
20%
Baker. 4%
Carter
32%
Bush
56%
Kennedy
28%
Connally
4%
Undecided
20%
Crane
0%
Dole
:
0%
Reagan
12%
Undecided
16%
handing out federal grants and loans in key
states. Federal money has helped to save a
naval installation in Maine and a little used
commuter train from Concord, New Hampshire
to Boston.
These methods have helped President
Carter to gain victories in the Iowa and Maine
caucuses but strong showings in Maine by both
Senator Kennedy and Governor Jerry Bxown
may be a signal to the President that the voters
want him out on the campaign trail to debate
the issues with his two challengers. With the
crisis in Iran nearing a possible solution, the
reality of such a debate looms larger than ever.
NEXT WEEK : RONALD REAGAN

unemployment rate from 8% to 6%. Mr Carter
has also increased federal spending on education by 60% and created the cabinet-level
Department of Education.
Regardless of his record, the fact remains
that the President is an effective campaigner.
He is at his best out among the people. Rarely
does anyone come away unimpressed, at least
with his sincerity and honesty if not with his
policies. Another key ingredient in his quest for
re-election is that Mr. Carter has learned how
to use his office to gain votes. While he has
confined himself to the White House, it hasn't
stopped him from making hundreds of phone
calls to voters in Iowa, Maine, and now New
Hampshire. The President has also been free in

Campaign '80: Iowa, Maine & New Hampshire
By Jim Gilbert
With the Maine and Iowa caucuses behind
us and the "first in the nation" New Hampshire
Primary less than a week away, let's review the
events thus far. In the Iowa caucus, which will
mean next to nothing in terms of delegates to"
the National Conventions, Jimmy Carter and
George Bush racked up impressive victories.
Carter's victory was interpreted as a vote of
support for his handling of his self-created
crises. Bush's victory could be said to be an
angry reaction to Ronald Reagan's failure to
debate in Des Moines last month. Bush prefers
to think it was his over-all performance as a
candidate that put him over the top in Iowa.
After Iowa was over, the national media
decided that Kennedy didn't have a prayer and
that Bush was unbeatable. As for Bush, that remains to be seen. As for Kennedy, the people
of Maine preferred to think otherwise. While
Carter was predicted to win by 19% up to the
day before the caucuses, the Kennedy forces
managed to get out the vote and save Kennedy

from what could have been an embarassing
loss. Carter, with 45% of the vote, failed to get
a majority of Maine's Democrats to back him.
When an incumbent President fails to get the
support of at least half his party members, he
should begin to take notice. On the other hand,
the Kennedy forces were pleased with 39% of
the vote. While this is not a victory, it was a
nice show of support from the downeasters.
However, Kennedy must improve on that 39%
when New Hampshire rolls around or suffer a
severe setback.
As for New Hampshire, Carter still holds a
substantial lead according to the latest
available polls. If there is a sudden drop by
Carter in the polls here, coupled with a Kennedy victory, Carter will be forced to leave the
Rose Garden and begin to discuss the issues.
His campaign thus far has consisted of 15 to 20
phone calls to New Hampshire residents per
night. This is the same President who is too
preoccupied with foreign affairs to campaign.
Carter's use of the recent international crises
and his creation of war hysteria in this country

for his own political benefit may just backfire in
his face on February 26.
On the Republican side, look for a George
Bush victory due to his strong organization in
New Hampshire. Ronald Reagan should pick
up some of the ground he lost in Iowa. John
Conally should have a poor showing and this
will probably be Robert Cole's last primary as a
Presidential candidate.
Regardless of the outcome in New Hampshire, Fairfield students should take notice that
this is an election year. Now is the time to start
learning about both the Democratic and
Republican candidatews, The Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and New York primaries all will
take place within the next few months. With
issues such as the draft, inflation, and energy
affecting each of us, we cafi't sit by and allow a
bunch of middle aged conservative businessmen to choose our next President. Register for
your state's primary and make your vote felt. If
you don't vote now, don't complain when you
spend next semester in a foxhole in
Afghanistan.

ENERGY.
We can't afford to waste it.
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No Playoff For Puck Men
By John Chester
Conspicuous by its absence from
the February 13th edition of the
Bridgeport Post newspaper was this
notice:
Deaths
Hope in Rye, New York on the 12th
of February, Playoff, formerly of the
Fairfield University ice hockey team
in the 15th Division 3 game of the
1979-80 season. There will be no
calling hours.
Granted had it been Bob (for
Fugazy and for Texaco) Hope who
had died, the grief expressed would
have been more national in scope
but presently, only fans of the FU
hockey team are mourning the passing of this other Hope.
Fairfield's 5-3 loss to a chippy lona
College six last Tuesday at the
Playland Ice Casino in Rye, NY permanently laid to rest any and all
chances the Stage Skaters had of
securing a Division 3 playoff berth in
New England this year.
"The loss to lona finished any
chances we had of making the
playoffs," said Fairfield mentor Dr.
John McCarthy. "We positively had
to win the rest of our games to be
considered," he continued, "and it
was imperative for us to knock off
lona, Wesleyan, and SMU because
they were ahead of us in the standings."
In the latest renewal of the bitter
rivalry between the Stags and lona,
the Gaels drew first blood as Dave
Stanchak and Scott Abbenda combined to set up Joe Hayes who promptly scored his 9th goal of the
season at 3:08 of period #1. Twentyseven seconds later, lona's 1-0 lead
was history as Fairfield's freshman
left wing Bobby Brown scored
unassisted off a goalmuth scramble
to even the match at 1 at 3:35 of the
period.
lona Gains Momentum
After Brown's tally, it was apparent
that whichever team scored the next
goal would capture the momentum.
Accordingly, each side played
cautiously for the next 51/> minutes,
looking to pounce on an enemy
miscue. At 9:17, the break came and
unfortunately, it went against the
Stags as A.J.-O'Brien was assessed
a minor penalty.
lona worked quickly and it took the
Gaels just 1 minute and 2 seconds to
capitalize on the man advantage as
Jack Stein poked in the rebound of a
Stanchak drive at the 10:19 mark of
trie period. Defenseman Tim
McDougald was credited with the second assist on the play and with no

furthur scoring in the period, lona
emerged from the first 20 minutes
"in the catbird seat" with a 2-1 advantage.
The only goal of the second period
was scored by lona's Jeff Bloom at
the 10:49 mark of the second twenty
minutes. For Bloom, it was his first of
three goals on the evening and his
tally gave the Gaels a two goal
margin at 3-1. Assists on the goal
went to his linemates Matt Byrne and
Joe Netti.
Entering the third period, a big offensive push was expected early
from the Stags but as they attempted
to get back into the game, the Stags
were sluggish and the trio of Bloom,
Byrne, and Netti took advantage of
lona. At 1:16 of the period, Bloom got
his second goal of the game from
Byrne and Netti to make it 4-1 lona.
FAIRFIELD MOUNTS
COMEBACK
This goal appeared to shake Fairfield from their doldrums and get
their competitive juices flowing once
again. The Stags began to carry the
play and finally at 6:20, all their huffing and puffing paid off as Mike
Scheetz fed the red-hot Johnny Fitzgerald whose left circle drive beat
Woodruff and cut the lona lead to 2
at 4-2.
With the Fairfield defense solidifying in front of freshman netminder
Billy Oakes, it seemed that it would
only be a matter of time before the
Stags would score again. Yes, the
goal came but unfortunately, there
was only 1:55 left when Scheetz and
the other member of the line, right
wing Dickie Crowell, combined to set
up Fitzgerald's second goal of the
game at 18:05. With time running out
on Fairfield, lona nursed a 4-3 lead.
It was apparent to every soul in
the Ice Casino that Coach McCarthy
would be pulling goaltender Billy
Oakes in favor of a sixth attacker in
an attempt to tie the contest and
send it into overtime. At 1:22, Oakes
bolted for the Fairfield bench as the
Stags forced the play into the lona
end of the rink. McCarthy's strategy
worked perfectly as the Stags set up
well in the Gael zone and jammed the
net in front of Woodruff but the
numerous shots Fairfield got were
either stopped by the lona defense or
short-circuited by Woodruff in the
lona cage who came up big when he
had to.
After controlling the disc for the
better part of a minute in the lona
zone, Fairfield finally lost control of.
the puck. Off a four player pileup
along the Stags offensive left wing
boards, the puck squirted back into
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Stag skater slaps puck up the ice in 5-2 loss to Wesleyan.
the neutral zone where it was picked
up by Mr. Bloom who firished off his
hat trick by directing it into the vacant Fairfield cage from 90 feet
away.
A worn out clinche yes, but
hockey, like any other sport, is a
game of inches. "A few inches left or
right of the net and we would have
had another faceoff in their zone and
another opportunity to score," mused McCarthy in reference to Bloom's
empty net goal. He continued," I was
pleased with the way we played
when Billy (Oakes) was pulled. We
really bombarded, their goalie and
put on constant pressure in their
zone but we were just unable to
score."
Despite the loss of playoff
possibilities, the season must go on
and it did on Wednesday 2-12. In
town to battle the Stags were the
Wesleyan Cardinals.
After battling on even terms with
the Middletown, Ct. based school for
40 minutes, Fairfield came up flat in
the final period. Three third period
goals by Wesleyan's Paul Godfrey,
Ken McKensize, and Tim Schofield in
a 6 minute 24 second span broke the
2-2 deadlock and powered the visitors to a 5-2 victory.
"It was just a question of us being
down when they scored their last few
goals," said McCarthy in reference
to the Cards third period burst. "The

puck was .just not boucning our
way."
This last statement can also be applied to the number of drives Stag
shooters had clink harmlessly off the
goalposts as the teams skated
through a scoreless first period. Fairfield had the better of the opportunities in the first stanza but all in
all, it was played tentatively witheach team feeling the other out.
The game opened up a bit in the
second twenty minutes as each side
tallied twice to account for the 2-2
deadlock after 2. Johnny Fitzgerald
scored his third goal in the last two
games unassisted to give the Stags a
1-0 lead 29 seconds into the period.
On an excellent individual effort,
"Fitzie" stripped- the disc off the
blade of a Cardinal defender and
broke in alone on the Wesleyan
cage. With goaltender Steve
Vasatura at his mercy, the Fairfield
winger beat him to the glove side as
his fifteen foot backhander just
caught twine inside of the right post
to give the Stags the early lead.
At 10:45, A.J. O'Brien was penalized for hitting a Wesleyan player after
the whistle had sounded and just 55
seconds*"later, Kile Vietze's right
point slaphot beat Billy Oakes to tie
the game at 1. Chris Kincaid and
John Starosta assisted on the goal
and then 27 seconds later at 12:07,
Kevin Leys got the gate for elbowing.

(Photo by Jack Daubert)
This time it only took Wesleyan 24
seconds to score on the power play
as Starosta and Vietze set up Kincaid's lead goal at 12:29. The Stags
rallied to tie the game late in the
period as Jeff Lane and Joe Motherway set up A.J. O'Brien's breakaway
goal at 17:22. There was no furthur
scoring in the second period and it
was all Wesleyan in the third.
Despite these two losses, Coach
McCarthy refused to fault his goaltender. "I've been very pleased with
Billy's play all season and those last
two games were no exception."
In fairness to Fairfield, extraordinary circumstances played a role
in these last two losses.
"Of late, we haven't been getting
too much ice time in practice", commented McCarthy. "We only practice two nights a week (Mondays &
Thursdays) and when we have a
game on either of those two nights,
another day of practice is automatically lost. This lack of ice time has
definitely, affected our performances."
With the pressure of having to win
every game to make the playoffs
removed, the Stags can now concentrate on reaching the .500 mark for
the season, starting Monday night on
the road at Framingham St., a division two opponent whom they
defeated earlier this year.

Athlete Of The Week
By Chris Byrd
On the wall above Barry Gunderson's bed is a poster entitled, "The
Art of Shooting". Like most of us, he
is looking for ways to improve his
craft. Perhaps he found some insights in the poster for in Saturday's
triumph over Vermont 66-65, he
scored a career-high 25 points and
was 12 for 16 from the field. For this
brilliant shooting clinic, he has been
chosen Athlete of the Week.
The affable Senior had this simple
reaction to the honor. He commented, "It's a nice honor to be
chosen Athlete of the Week. I'm happy about it."
• Known as a "zone buster", "Gundo" attributes his success to the fact

that Vermont's zone wasn't that effective'. He stated, "Coach Barakat
moved me up from the corner to
where I was almost playing a guard.
Kenny Daniels would penetrate and
the defense would collapse leaving
me with a lot of open jumpers." He
elaborated, "They weren't putting
much pressure on me. Luckily I was
hot."
Hot, he was. Getting to the core of
the matter, this was the real key to
his success. He had one of those
nights that shooters like "Gundo"
have when they feel as if everything
they throw up will go in. Gunderson
commented, "You get' a rhythm
when you're hot. The whole night I
felt it was going in. I could tell."
Gunderson's role has changed

this season. Last year Joey DeSantis
or Mark Young would probably have
taken the shots going down the
stretch in a tight game. But Saturday
"Gundo" wanted the ball. He commented on the situation, "Last year
even though we had a winning
record, we were losing close games.
This year we have a losing record
and we are winning games at the
wire."
The forward was asked if this was
his best game as a Stag. He replied,
"That's hard to say. I had the most
points and took the most shots but I
might have had better all—around
games."
If he is capable of better performances, heaven help his opponents.

Inside Intramurals
By Keith Lindenburg
There are three special events taking place in basketball intramurals
this semester. They consist of a free
throw competition, the "Jose Cuervo" quick shot contest, and a one-onone competition.
In the first of these special events,
the free throw contest, there are four
people in the finals, two in each the
men's and woman's division. The
men are Peter Taylor and Ray Bielizna, and Jackie Franzel and Janet
Heck reached the finals in the
women's division. These four competed during halftime of the woman's
game against Hofstra last Monday.

Each were given fifteen shots and
the winner was determined by the
number of shots sunk out of those
taken.
The next event is the tequliasponsored quick shot contest. Each
co-ed team of two got three minutes
of shooting, one minute separately
and one minute together. The four
finalists include Ed Poirot and Jackie
'Franzel, who scored 94 points in the
semi finals, the highest by anyone in
the school, and Sean Cooney and
Beth DeGloria, who scored 67
points. This final also took place
Monday during halftime of the men's
game. The winner was automatically
lifted into the regionals.

The one-on-one competition is the
last of these special events. There
are sixteen people involved in this
contest, including four women. A
total of four rounds will be completed
before a winner is crowned.
Other events taking place include
a raquetball tournament, which consists of five different catagories, and
volleyball. In volleyball there are
forty-seven teams competing within
the three catagories. Tennis is planned for the spring with signup coming
just before spring break. A big disappointment is that no Softball is planned for the spring due to renovations
of the athletic fields and other "complications"

Zonebuster at work— Barry Gunderson lofts classic jumper into hoop.
In Stags three wins, Gundo was awesome, hitting 27 of 38 shots from
the floor (71 %).
(Photo by Colin Kelleher)
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Army, U.V.M., Hofstra Victims

Stags Win Three Straight
By Patrick Reap
"Winning one point games is a
characteristic
of
great
teams . which we're not. But it
does show we have a lot of
character."
These words of basketball head
coach Fred Barakat rang true last
week as his Stags took three onepoint wins in a final stretch effort to
make the ECAC Met playoffs.
The Stags began the week last
Wednesday with a crucial league
contest at Army. After battling the
Cadets to the wire, the Stags went to
senior captain Flip Williams, who hit
the winning shot in a 52-51 triumph,
virtually eliminating Army from
playoff consideration.
Then the Stags hosted the University of Vermont Saturday night. The
game proved to be a classic for
senior Barry Gunderson. The 6-6 forward hit on twelve of sixteen longrange jumpers for a career high 25
points.
"Barry's shooting had to be.the
key," said Barakat. "Kenny Daniels
and Rich D'Antonio did a good job of
penetrating and flipping the ball out
to him for a shot."
Gunderson's early bullseyes led to
a 19-9 Stag lead, but thirteen firsthalf turnovers erased that margin,
and the half saw the score knotted at
31.
"We lost the game in the first
half," Catamount coach Pete
Salzberg bluntly stated. "We had a
lack of patience."
UVM came out strong in the second half, scoring .the first four
baskets for a 39-31 lead.
Two clutch Flip Williams offensive
rebound baskets and Kenny Daniels
aggresive defense pulled Fairfield to
within two at 45-43.
The outside shooting of guard
Steve Thode (10 pts.) and inside play
of Mike Evelti (19 pts.) pushed the
lead to 54-45, at which point the
Catamounts spread out their offense, and ran the clock down.
"The stall achieved what we
wanted it to," said Salzberg. "It forced them to play man to man."
However, UVM could not control
sharpshooter Gunderson, whose
three point play with six minutes left
cut the lead to 58-52.
After Dane Correll hit from 20 feet,
Flip Williams scored from ten feet,
Gunderson hit a bomb from 18', and
Flip drove inside for his classic short
fadeaway bank shot, making it 60-58
in favor of UVM.
The aggresive Stag defense continued to plaque the Catamounts, but

center Bruce Beynnon freed himself
for a slam dunk. Beynnon was
assessed a technical foul for hanging
on the rim, but Gunderson missed
the free throw.
Rich D'Antonio scored on a driving
layup, and after a Corey Wielgus offensive foul, Flip Williams hit a ten
footer and was fouled. The captain,
who's experienced troubles from the
line all year, missed again.
Robert Jackson fouled Tim
Woodlee, who hit one free throw and
gave the Stags possession with a
minute play, down 63-62.
Fairfield worked the ball around
patiently, with everyone waiting for
either a Williams' driving layup, or a
long jumper by "Gundo". It turned
out to be the latter, and the shot ripped through the hoop from eighteen
feet, giving the Stags their first lead
of the half, at 64-63.
Flip Williams fouled Evelti on
UVM's possession, who calmly sank
a pair of free throws, and the Stags
set up their last shot.
"We set up for Flip or Barry, or an
offensive rebound", Barakat
responded to questions about the
last shot.
After running the clock to six
seconds, Williams pushed a shot
from the left baseline. The ball hit
nothing, except the waiting arms of
Tom Macko who skyed for the open
layup and scored.
"We boxed them out", said
Barakat. "We had the inside position
after the shot."
Macko summed up the gamewinning shot this way, "I just stayed
on the opposite side of the ball and
snuck in there. I didn't see the shot,
but when I got the ball I went straight
back up."
Two seconds remained on the
clock, but guard Jeff Brown's
desperate 25 footer bounced off the
front of the rim.
Another one point victory took
place Monday night against Hofstra,
but it was a super effort by the Flying
Dutchman to come within a point,
after Fairfield owned a 13 point
margin with 4Vz minutes left.
The first half was possibly the best
of the year for the Stags. Fairfield
shot a sizzling 63% from the floor,
while holding Hofstra to 31%, in
building a 33-20 lead.
"The key was the effort we had in
the first half, Barakat said, "We took
them out of their game and put them
in a deep hole."
The shooting of Gunderson in the
first half, along with'the strong play
of freshman Robert Jackson helped
put talented Hofstra in that "deep

hole". But the Flying Dutchman
managed to climb out of the hole early in the second half.
Poor Stag ball handling cut the
lead to 41-35 early in the action, and
Hofstra was right back in the game.
"In our first eleven possessions,
we had six or seven turnovers," explained Barakat. "We weren't even
getting shots off."
U.V.M. stayed within six, and with
9:24 left in the game, Flip Williams
picked up his fourth personal, forcing
him to sit out the next five minutes of
action. Fortunately, the rebounding
of Tom Macko and shooting of
(Guess Who?) Gunderson built the
Fairfield lead.
Gundo had seven points in the
next five minutes, and after D'Antoio
hit two free throws, Fairfield seemed
in control at 56-43 with 41/2 minutes
left.
However, numerous turnovers
and poor free throw shooting down
the stretch kept the game close until
the buzzer-sounded.
"If we could have hit more free
throws, we would have blown them
out", said Barakat.
However, five times in the- last
three minutes, one-and-one opportunities were missed (two by
Williams and one each by
DeBisschop, Daniels and D'Antonio).
Only Rich Broggini, who sat out the
U.V.M. game and played only one
minute against Hofstra because of
back spasms, could hit both ends of
the one-and-one, which gave the
Stags a 67-62 lead with :35 left.
DeBisschop and D'Antonio missed free throws leading to Hofstra
baskets, the last one at the buzzer as
the Stag defense watched, knowing
they had come away with a 67-66 victory.
Two key offensive rebounds by
Robert Jackson was a big factor in
the Stags keeping possession in the
final moments, and the freshman's
eight point, seven rebound effort appeared to be his best of the season.
The Fairfield record now stands at
11-14, with tomorrow night's contest
against powerhouse lona ending the
regular season. Although this mark
does not compare favorably to recent campaigns, Barakat seems
pleased with the young squad.
"I thought we'd win about ten or
twelve games at the begining of the
year," said Barakat. "I thought
Hofstra was more talented than us.
Recognizing our talent and inexperience, I'm pleased. .. extremely
pleased."
With Fairfield battling St. Francis
of New York for an ECAC playoff

Flip Williams leaves Vermont's Tim Woodlee (25) flatfooted with
unmolested layup in Saturday's 66-65 win. The senior captain netted 16
points for the Stags.
(Pho to by Colin Kelleher)
berth, an upset over nationally ranked lona (#24 in the Sporting News)
night be needed to assure a spot.
Saturday's "Wear Red Game" will
mark the end to the great career of
senior Flip Williams, sharpshooter
Barry Gunderson, and the hero of.
Saturday's game, Tom Macko. Hopefully a roaring sellout crowd, as well
as a huge upset will mark their exit.
STAG NOTES—Freshman Spencer

Harrison tore ligaments in his thumb
against Seton Hall, and is out for the
year. . .Fairfield is now 6-1 forvthe
year in one point games, compared
with last year's 0-4 mark. . Asked
to comment on this stat, Barakat
laughed, "I'd switch records any
day," referring to last year's 17-9
mark
Pete DeBisschop had a
game high three blocks shots against
Hofstra, in only 17 minutes of action.

Lady Stags Split;
Stand At 9-14
By Richard Pratt

The Fairfield University Women's
basketball team, coached by Dianne
Noland and Mary Ann Kelleher, advanced their record to 9-14 by splitting four contests last week.
The Lady Stags gained wins over
Dominican and Marist while absorbing losses at the hands of New
Hampshire and Hofstra. The Hofstra
game, a heartbreaking 63-62 loss,
marked the final home appearance
of senior co-captains Ann Egan and
Ellen Perry, names which have, in
the past four years, become synonymous with Fairfield Women's
basketball. Both girls' great desire
and dedication are attributes which
now characterize Lady Stags basketball.
Last Monday the Lady Stags toppled a depleted Dominican College
squad by a score of 75-60.
Dominican, working with only six
players, trailed by but two points at
the half before succumbing to a
tenacious Fairfield squad in half
number two.
the Lady Stags freshmen corps
again put forth a fine effort, scoring
44 of Fairfield's 75 points and grabbing 34 of Fairfield's 60 rebounds.
Sharp-shooting Loretta Goerke
threw in 20 points in a 10 of 20
shooting performance to pace Fairfield. Another freshman, Liz Pulie
continued her fine play by adding 12

points on 5 of 10 from the floor plus a
pair of free throws. Pulie also pulled
down 13 rebounds, second only to
freshman Teale Stevens' total of 15
caroms. Senior floor general Ellen
Perry dished out nine assists for the
Lady Stags.
- ■'
Sue Heller hit for 18 points in a losing cause for Dominican.
Last Wednesday was a different
story for the Lady Stags as they ran
into a hot-shooting University of New
Hampshire team and lost by a lopsided 87-57 score. Individual shooting
stats of 5 of 8 (Kathy Ladd), 8 of 11 .
(Karen Bolton), and 13 of 20 (Martha
Morrison) indicate U.N.H.'s overwhelming shooting prowess in the
contest.
Donna Margine threw in 23 points
(10 of 19 plus 3 of 4 from the line) for
Fairfield while Teale Stevens added
10 points and 12 rebounds. Loretta
Goerke and Heidi Knechtle contributed 6 points each while Janine
Demarest dished out 8 assists for
the Lady Stags.
Last Friday the Lady Stags traveled to Marist and came away with a
narrow 73-70 win. Fairfield led 43-31
at the half and held on down the
stretch to gain the win.
The Lady Stags showed a balanced team effort, especially in the scoring column. Donna Margine (20
points), Teale Stevens (15), Ellen
Perry (10), Liz Pulie (8), and Johnna
Warner (8) paced Fairfield in scoring

This type of effort exemplifies the Lady Stags hustle. Teagle Stevens and Ann Egan (25) tie up unidentified
New Hampshire player.
while Pulie and Stevens also managed eight rebounds each.
Lynn Eaton Fogg claimed game
high honors in both scoring and rebounding for Marist with totals of 28
points and 9 caroms.
The Hofstra game on Monday saw
Fairfield absorb a heart-breaking
63-62 defeat in a game which was
not decided until the final half
minute.

Hofstra's Sheryl Hall and Liz Irwin
sank critical free throws in the final
21 seconds to ice the narrow victory.
Donna Margine, whb finished with
22 points, hit the final six points for
Fairfield but could not manage to
overcome the Hofstra charge.
After trailing by five (30-25) at the
half, Fairfield came back to knot the
score several times before running
into a wave of turnovers late in the

second half which virtually decided
the contest.
Teale Stevens finished with 10
points while departing seniors Ann
Egan and.Ellen Perry hit for 8 and 6
points respectively for Fairfield.
The two final games of the season
see the Lady Stags travel to New
Haven Saturday and Central Connecticut State next Tuesday.

